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Abstract
Stem cells hold great clinical potentials for regenerative medicine. Pluripotent
stem cells can give rise to any adult cell type. However, pluripotent stem cells have risk
of tumor formation and have limitations because of their growth properties. Despite their
potentials for therapeutic application, pluripotent stem cells may not be the most suitable
for manufacturing process. The derivation of multipotent adult progenitor cells (MAPCs)
from rodent bone marrow suggested that these cell types have more amenable properties
for manufacturing process than pluripotent stem cells. Especially, rat MAPCs (rMAPCs)
can differentiate into multiple lineages including hepatocyte-like cells, β-cell like cells,
and mesodermal cells. However, they are not pluripotent and have less risk of tumor
formation than pluripotent stem cells. In addition, because MAPCs can be cultivated as
single cells, they are less vulnerable than pluripotent stem cells for robust expansion for
potential clinical application.
Although rMAPCs were derived from rat bone marrow, they resemble the cells in
primitive endoderm (PrE) of mouse embryos. Here I showed that a similar population of
nascent PrE cells can be derived from pluripotent rat embryonic stem cells (rESCs) by
culturing in rMAPC medium conditions, and term these cells converted (c)HypoSCs.
Like rMAPCs, cHypoSCs can readily differentiate towards cells with hepatic and
mesoderm features in vitro, and generate extraembryonic endoderm in vivo.
Transcriptome analysis and mass cytometry further showed that cHypoSCs exhibit
nascent PrE gene expression properties that are similar to those of rMAPCs. Crossspecies meta-analysis with single-cell transcriptome data confirmed that cHypoSCs are
similar to early PrE cells of the mouse blastocyst, while rodent ESCs are similar to early
epiblast (EPI) cells. Along with this finding, transcriptome analysis of human in vivo PrE
cells and EPI cells uncovered potential culture conditions to derive human nascent in
vitro PrE cells from human pluripotent stem cells. We demonstrated the potential of
differentiation capacity of human pluripotent stem cells to nascent PrE cells using the
identified culture conditions. This study will elucidate the underlying mechanisms of PrE
differentiation, and will facilitate the derivation of potentially suitable type of cells for
therapeutic application.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. INTRODUCTION
Stem cells are promising sources of regenerative medicine. They can self-renew
without differentiation and have capacity to differentiate into specific type of cells in
response to developmental cues in the environment. These properties of stem cells make
them unlimited source of desired cell types for cellular therapy and toxicity screening.
There are many types of stem cells. One of the most widely used stem cells is
pluripotent stem cells, such as embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs). However, pluripotent stem cells have practical disadvantages. When they
are injected into a nude mouse, they form teratoma comprised of tissues from all three
germ layers (endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm) [2]. This appears to be caused by their
pluripotent capacity that these cells are differentiated into cells of all three germ layers. In
addition, pluripotent stem cells grow as adherent aggregated colonies instead of single
cells, often contributing heterogeneity of cells within the population of pluripotent stem
cell culture [3]. Furthermore, human pluripotent stem cells, especially, are vulnerable to
be dissociated as single cells [4]. These growth properties of pluripotent stem cells hinder
their use in manufacturing process involving massive amount of cells for application.
The derivation of multipotent adult progenitor cells (MAPCs) from rodent bone
marrow suggested a potential cell type that may alleviate the shortcomings of pluripotent
stem cells. MAPCs are multipotent stem cells that are still capable of differentiating into
multiple lineages including hepatocyte-like cells, β-cell like cells, mesodermal cells, and
1

extraembryonic endodermal cells [5, 6]. However, they do not form teratoma, unlike
pluripotent stem cells. Moreover, MAPCs grow as single cells, so they are more
amenable to avoid heterogeneity in population and to scale up with robust expansion.
Interestingly, although MAPCs were derived from rat and mouse bone marrow,
their properties appear similar to primitive endoderm (PrE) in embryo. PrE is the lineage
which is formed from the inner cell mass (ICM) during early embryo development. ICM
is where pluripotent ESCs are isolated [7-10]. Gene expression profiles and
differentiation potential of MAPCs resemble those of cells from PrE. From embryo, stem
cells representing PrE lineage were also derived from mouse and rat, i.e. mouse
extraembryonic endoderm (mXEN) cells, rat extraembryonic endoderm precursor
(rXEN-P) cells, and rat hypoblast stem cells (rHypoSCs) [5, 11, 12]. Especially,
rHypoSCs were shown to be highly similar to rat MAPCs (rMAPCs). In contrast to rat
and mouse system, human PrE representing cells have not been isolated yet.
In this thesis, I explored the derivation of PrE representing cells from rat and
human pluripotent stem cells. Hypoblast stem cells (HypoSCs) were derived from rat
ESCs (rESCs), and their properties were examined. Because little is known about human
PrE cells, transcriptomic analysis was employed using the samples from different types
of cells and from different species in order to raise the possibility to derive human PrE
cells from human pluripotent stem cells. This will provide not only a model to study PrE
cells in vitro, but also a potentially suitable type of cells for future clinical application.

2

1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study is to derive multipotent stem cells, like rMAPCs and
rHypoSCs, that have restricted differentiation capacity and that can be grown as single
cells. These properties may make these cells overcome disadvantages of pluripotent stem
cells for potential clinical applications. The key objectives to achieve this goal are

Aim 1: To derive rat PrE cells from rat pluripotent stem cells without gene manipulation
that can stably self-renew and can differentiate into multiple types of cells

Aim 2: To perform cross-species transcriptomic analysis to reveal identities of in vitro
PrE cells and find cues to derive human PrE cells

Aim 3: To explore derivation of human PrE cells from human pluripotent stem cells with
the aid of transcriptomic analysis

1.3. THESIS ORGANIZATION
Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a literature review of key information and knowledge
related with this study.
Chapter 3 presents materials and methods used in this study.
Chapter 4 discusses about the derivation of rat hypoblast stem cells from rat pluripotent
stem cells. This Chapter also shows the characteristic gene expression and differentiation
3

properties of the derived hypoblast stem cells that are similar to those of embryo-derived
hypoblast stem cells and bone marrow-derived MAPCs.
Chapter 5 delivers meta-analysis of cross species transcriptome data of in vitro stem cells
and in vivo cells to reveal their identities.
Chapter 6 discusses about the derivation of human in vitro PrE cells explored by
transcriptomic analysis.
Chapter 7 finally shows main conclusions from this study and discusses about questions
raised from this study that can be answered by further research.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1. EARLY EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT
As the cleavage of zygote forms the morula, it further begins to develop into the
blastocyst composed of trophectoderm (TE) and inner cell mass (ICM) (Figure 1) [13].
The TE is the outer layer of the blastocyst and forms extraembryonic ectoderm and
placenta in later stage [14]. The ICM later gives rise to epiblast (EPI) and primitive
endoderm (PrE, also known as hypoblast) [15]. Epiblast contributes to all three germ
layers, ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm, whereas PrE forms extraembryonic
endoderm and yolk sac [2, 16]. Stem cell lines with different differentiation capacity have
been derived from various early embryonic structures [17]. These cells will be further
discussed in the following section.

Figure 2.1. Overview of mouse embryo development and cellular events during development. [17]
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2.2. STEM CELLS
Stem cells are defined as cells that have two characteristics: (1) to self-renew and
(2) to have a potential to differentiate into another type of cells in vitro and in vivo [1821]. Stem cells can be classified by their differentiation potential: totipotent, pluripotent,
and multipotent cells. Totipotent cells can become any type of cells including
extraembryonic tissues [22]. Cells that can become any type of cells in all three germ
layers are pluripotent [22]. Multipotent stem cells can differentiate into multiple types of
cells [18]. Stem cells can be either isolated directly from diverse tissues or derived by
growing them under a certain condition and/or by manipulating cells in genetic manner
[23, 24]

2.2.1. RODENT EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS
One of the most widely used pluripotent stem cells is embryonic stem cells
(ESCs). ESCs were derived from the ICM of pre-implantation blastocysts. It was first
found in mouse in 1981 and then derived from rat in 2008, respectively [7-9]. ESCs have
unlimited proliferation capacity and are pluripotent. Their pluripotent properties resemble
the EPI which forms all three germ layers (endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm). Due to
their pluripotency, they can be used to generate any type of desired cells, leading them to
possess promising potentials for clinical application. To examine pluripotency, cells are
often injected into immunodeficient mice or into a pre-implantation embryo. Mouse
ESCs (mESCs) and rat ESCs (rESCs) form teratoma, the tumor composed of tissues from
6

all three germ layers upon injection into mice [9, 25]. They also generate chimera when
they are injected into a pre-implantation embryo [9, 26, 27].
ESCs express high levels of transcription factors including Nanog, Sox2, Oct4,
Klf4, and cMyc [26]. These genes are highly involved in stem cell maintenance and
pluripotency [28-30]. They are grown as colonies, and often cultured on the feeder layer
of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF). Feeder-free culture of ESCs has also been
established by cultivating the cells with the addition of certain signaling molecules, such
as bone morphogenetic protein 4 (BMP4) for rodent ESCs [26].

2.2.2. EPIBLAST STEM CELLS
Pluripotent stem cells can also be derived from EPI of mouse and rat postimplantation embryos, and termed epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs) [14, 31]. Similar to ESCs,
EpiSCs form teratoma of endoderm, ectoderm, and mesoderm lineages when they are
injected into mice [14, 31]. However, EpiSCs have phenotypes distinct from mouse and
rat ESCs in terms of growth properties, gene expression profiles, and epigenetic state
[26]. In contrast to mouse and rat ESCs, EpiSCs are vulnerable to single cell dissociation,
and they grow as flattened colonies instead of dome-shaped colonies [26]. The growth of
EpiSCs were positively regulated by TGF-β, Activin, FGF2, and ERK1/2 signaling,
while these signaling pathways negatively regulate the growth of mouse ESCs (mESCs)
[26]. EpiSCs express EPI and early germ layer related genes, Cer1, T, and Foxa2, at high
level, while the genes related with the ICM, such as Pecam1, Tbx3, and Gbx2, were
expressed at lower level than mESCs [14]. Furthermore, EpiSCs have undergone X
7

chromosome inactivation, unlike ESCs [26, 32]. In addition, EpiSCs are highly
inefficient to generate chimeras upon injection of the cells into pre-implantation embryos
[14]. These properties of EpiSCs resemble those of post-implantation EPI, while rodent
ESCs resemble pre-implantation EPI in the ICM.

2.2.3. NAIVE AND PRIMED PLURIPOTENCY
Both rodent ESCs and EpiSCs are pluripotent. However, as it is discussed above,
EpiSCs have more limited developmental potential than mESCs and rat ESCs (rESCs),
and EpiSCs resemble properties of EPI of post-implantation blastocysts instead of preimplantation blastocysts. Hence, pluripotent state of EpiSCs is often referred as “primed”
pluripotent state, while rodent ESCs are referred as “naïve” pluripotent stem cells [26,
33].

2.2.4. HUMAN EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS
Human ESCs (hESCs) are also derived from the ICM of human pre-implantation
embryo [10]. hESCs form teratoma with derivatives of all three germ layers as mESCs
and rESCs [10]. However, although hESCs were derived from the ICM of preimplantation embryo, their properties are closer to those of EpiSCs instead of mESCs and
rESCs. Similarly as EpiSCs, hESCs grow as flattened colonies, and their growth is
dependent on Activin and FGF2 signaling [10, 26]. In addition, single-cell clonogenicity
of hESCs is substantially low [26], and their gene expression signatures and epigenetic
8

states are similar with those of EpiSCs [14]. Furthermore, hESCs have undergone X
chromosome inactivation, similarly to EpiSCs [34]. Because of these commonalities
between hESCs and EpiSCs, hESCs are also referred as primed pluripotent cells [26, 33].
It was later shown that primed pluripotent hESCs can be converted back to naïve
pluripotent state that is similar to mESCs [35, 36]. First derivation of naïve pluripotent
hESCs was achieved by induction of ectopic expression of OCT4, KLF4, and KLF2
under the culture condition supplemented with LIF, and two inhibitors of GSK3β and
ERK1/2 pathways (also known as “2i”) [35]. These converted naïve pluripotent hESCs
have the properties similar to mESCs including morphology, gene expression profiles,
pre-inactivation X chromosome state, and epigenetic states [35]. More recently,
conventional hESCs (primed pluripotent) were converted to naïve pluripotent stem cells
without gene manipulation, when they were treated with cytokines and signaling
molecules, such as LIF, TGFβ1, FGF2, 2i, and inhibitors of JNK and p38 pathways [36].

2.2.5. EXTRAEMBRYONIC ENDODERM CELLS
Stem cells termed extraembryonic endoderm (XEN) cells were derived from
mouse blastocysts [11]. XEN cells resemble PrE in terms of gene expression profiles and
their multipotent differentiation capacity to form cells of extraembryonic endoderm
lineages. These cells highly express PrE markers, such as Gata6, Gata4, Sox7, Sox17,
and Pdgfra, while they lack expression of ESC specific genes including Nanog, Sox2, and
Oct4 [11]. XEN cells generate preferentially parietal endoderm in vivo [11], and
differentiate into visceral endoderm in vitro [37-39].
9

XEN cells can also be derived from mESCs by genetic manipulation. When
expression of PrE markers, Gata6 or Gata4, was induced in mESCs, mESCs were
converted to the cells similar to XEN cells [40-42]. Wamaitha et al. showed that Gata6
was sufficient to convert mESCs to XEN cells, suggesting that Gata6 is a key regulator to
convert pluripotent cells to XEN cells [40]. More recently, Cho et al. used retinoic acid
and activin A to differentiate mESCs, and the differentiated cells were highly similar to
XEN cells and termed as cXEN cells [43]. The cXEN cells have highly similar gene
expression profiles in both key marker level and global gene expression level [43]. In
addition, in vitro differentiation capacity of cXEN cells also resemble that of XEN cells
[43]. In the study of conversion of mESCs to cXEN cells, mouse EpiSCs poorly
differentiate into XEN cells, unlike mESCs [43].

2.2.6. EXTRAEMBRYONIC ENDODERM PRECURSORS
Stem cells described in the preceding sections resemble their in vivo counterparts:
i.e. rodent ESCs for pre-implantation EPI, EpiSCs/hESCs for post-implantation EPI, and
XEN cells for PrE. The cells representing the intermediate state between pre-implantation
EPI and PrE were also derived. The first such a cell type were derived from rat
blastocysts and termed extraembryonic endoderm precursors (XEN-P). XEN-P cells were
derived under LIF and serum in the presence of MEF feeder layers [12]. Similarly as
mouse XEN (mXEN) cells, XEN-P express PrE markers, Gata6, Gata4, Sox7, Sox17, and
Pdgfra, and have developmental potential into extraembryonic endoderm [5, 12]. In
contrast to mXEN cells, they highly express Oct4, one of the essential transcription
10

factors associated with pluripotency. Hence, XEN-P cells are considered to be more
nascent than mXEN cells.
Another cell line, rat hypoblast stem cells (rHypoSCs), with nascent PrE
phenotypes was derived by culturing rat blastocyst in the culture medium containing LIF,
PDGF, EGF, and 2% serum [5]. Similarly to XEN-P, rHypoSCs co-express Oct4 and PrE
markers, such as Gata6, Gata4, Sox7, Sox17, and Pdgfra [5]. Furthermore, rHypoSCs not
only generate extraembryonic endoderm in vivo, but also differentiate into hepatocytelike cells, β-cell like cells, and mesodermal cells [5, 6]. Hence, it suggests that rHypoSCs
are less mature than XEN cells, still exhibiting properties of PrE.

2.2.7. MULTIPOTENT ADULT PROGENITOR CELLS (MAPCS)
Stem cells can be derived from bone marrow as well. Multipotent adult progenitor
cells (MAPCs) were derived from rat and mouse bone marrow [44-48]. They were
derived by cultivating CD45- cells from bone marrow under the culture medium
containing LIF, PDGF, EGF, and 2% serum [44, 45]. MAPCs express PrE markers,
Gata6, Gata4, Sox7, Sox17, and Pdgfra and some ESC specific genes, such as Oct4, Klf4,
and nMyc at high level [45, 48]. MAPCs are not pluripotent but have high in vitro
differentiation capacity toward hepatocyte-like cells, β-cell like cells, and mesodermal
cells [5, 6, 45]. In addition, they generate extraembryonic endoderm in vivo. These
differentiation potential and gene expression profiles of MAPCs are highly similar to
those of rXEN-P and rHypoSCs, although MAPCs were not derived from blastocyst, but
from bone marrow.
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In addition, they are grown as single cells, unlike pluripotent stem cells [44]. With
the properties of adult stem cells, MAPCs are potentially more beneficial than pluripotent
stem cells for clinical application. Being not pluripotent, they have less risk of formation
of tumor upon the use of the cells. In addition, they may be expanded in more
homogeneous manner than pluripotent stem cells because they can be expanded as single
cells, not as colonies.

2.3. TRANSCRIPTOMIC ANALYSIS
Identities and functions of cells are determined by gene expression profiles.
Hence, in order to reveal biological information of cells, expression level of interested
genes is often measured. Transcript levels of genes of interest can be quantitatively
determined by Northern blots or quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction (qRTPCR) [49]. However, biological system is associated with a numerous number of genes.
For example, human genome is composed of more than 50,000 genes and pseudogenes
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/). Therefore, phenotypes of cells can depend on
large number of genes, and it is often challenging to predict the genes that are potentially
associated with the phenotypes of the cells. Transcriptomic analysis including microarray
and RNA-sequencing enables to measure transcript levels of a large number of genes, up
to entire transcripts, in parallel to reveal identities of cells more comprehensively [50,
51].
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2.3.1. MICROARRAY
Microarray technology was developed to detect mRNA and measure its
expression level in parallel and provided by commercial providers including Affymetrix
and Illumina [49]. Tens of thousands of oligonucleotides, single-stranded sequences of
DNA probes, are synthesized to detect complementary sequence of each of them. The
DNA probes are attached on a glass support (for Affymetrix) or beads (Illumina).
mRNAs from each sample are converted into DNA with their complementary sequence
(cDNA). cDNA were loaded on the DNA probes, and the amount of hybridized cDNA is
detected by fluorescent dyes. As a result, microarray analysis enables to quantitatively
measure relative amount of a large number of genes.

2.3.2. RNA-SEQUENCING (RNA-SEQ)
In addition to microarray analysis, RNA-seq allows to measure transcript levels of
entire genes quantitatively. While microarray analysis depends on hybridization of cDNA
to oligonucleotides on array, RNA-seq identifies exact sequence of cDNA to determine
amount of transcripts using high-throughput sequencing technology [50]. Highthroughput sequencing enables to identify exact bases and orders of large amount of
DNA in parallel. In RNA-seq, RNAs are converted to its complementary sequence of
DNAs (cDNA), and these cDNA molecules are fragmented into smaller fragments about
200-500 base pair (bp) [50]. Then, sequence of end of these fragments is identified by
high-throughput sequencing technique, and these identified parts of cDNA fragments are
13

called “reads”.

The reads are then mapped to the reference, such as genome or

transcriptome. The amount of mapped reads in a specific region, such as transcript, is
determined, representing the amount of RNA molecules produced from that region.

2.4. SINGLE-CELL GENE EXPRESSION STUDIES
For quantitative gene expression analysis, qRT-PCR, microarray analysis, and
RNA-seq are widely used methods to characterize gene expression of samples at
transcript levels. These techniques have advantages to determine the amount of transcript
levels quantitatively. However, all these techniques typically use samples composed of a
large number of cells. Hence, they cannot reveal heterogeneity of biological samples
because expression levels of gene of interest are measured from entire population of
samples not from each cell. Especially, stem cells and embryonic tissues have
heterogeneous environments with multiple types of cells. Recently developed single-cell
expression studies can determine gene expression level in single cell level, revealing
heterogeneity in samples.

2.4.1. SINGLE-CELL RNA-SEQ/QRT-PCR
In order to determine transcript levels of genes in single-cell level, highthroughput technology was developed [52-55]. In this technique, each cell from samples
is separated from each other, and transcript levels of genes from each cell are determined
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in parallel. Fluidigm provides one of the most widely used commercial single-cell
transcriptomic analysis with C1™ system (Figure 2.2). C1™ uses an array with
microfluidic chip. The microfluidic chip has 96 separate chambers with micro reaction
reservoirs. When cells are loaded in one of the wells in the array, cells are flown through
microfluidic chip in the array. Single cell is captured in the chamber, and uncaptured cells
are flown to other chambers for the next capture of single cell. Once capture of single cell
in each chamber was complete, RNA extraction and cDNA library preparation for each
captured cell is performed in separate reaction reservoirs in parallel. Then, RNA-seq or
qRT-PCR is performed on these prepared cDNA library from each single cell.

Figure 2.2. Fludigim C1™ System for Single-Cell Transcriptomic Analysis (http://www.fluidigm.com)

2.4.2. MASS CYTOMETRY
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To measure protein levels of samples quantitatively, flow cytometry is used. This
technique uses antibodies which can specifically bind to target antigen. Primary
antibodies bind to their target antigen. Then, the bound antibodies are detected by
conjugating it with fluorescence labeled secondary antibodies. When using primary
antibodies already conjugated with fluorescence, the bound primary antibodies can be
detected without secondary antibodies. Then, fluorescence signal is determined by flow
cytometry. Hence, these techniques enable to determine the amount of protein in each
cell.
However, flow cytometry relies on fluorescence dyes to detect proteins of interest
and determine their amount. Thus, when different proteins are characterized
simultaneously, it is required to avoid overlap of fluorescence between each antibody.
This limits the number of proteins for possible detection at the same time. In addition,
when primary antibodies were stained with secondary antibodies, cross-reactivity of
secondary antibodies to different primary antibodies must be avoided. Hence, the host
species used to produce primary antibodies needs to be different between each primary
antibody, unless primary antibodies are already conjugated with fluorochrome. A
simultaneous measurement of up to 17 markers in hematopoietic cells is possible by flow
cytometry using fluorochrome conjugated primary antibodies [56, 57]. This was possible
because majority of commercial antibodies are markers for hematopoietic cells, and there
are a lot of commercial antibodies conjugated with various fluorochromes. However, it is
still challenging to detect more than 4 antigens that are not typically used for
hematopoietic cells.
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Mass cytometry was developed to determine up to 35 proteins simultaneously
using metal-conjugated antibodies [58-66]. Through bismaleimide linker, antibody is
chemically conjugated with metal-containing polymer tag (Figure 2.3). Metal-containing
polymer tag contains DTPA (1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid)
[66]. DTPA can be attached with one of 12 lanthanides that each of them has one or more
isotopes, allowing the conjugation with up to 35 different metal isotopes [66, 67]. Then,
these metal-conjugated antibodies are used for cytometry, and the amount of antigens is
determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) [67].
Accordingly, mass cytometry allows measurement of up to 35 protein marker in single
cell level.

Figure2.3. Structure of Metal Conjugated Antibody for Mass Cytometry [66].
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Figure 2.4. Lanthanide Metal used for Conjugation with Antibody [67].

2.4.3. SPANNING-TREE PROGRESSION ANALYSIS OF DENSITY-NORMALIZED EVENT
(SPADE) ANALYSIS
Mass cytometry data has high number of parameters (intensity of up to 35
markers), so interpretation of mass cytometry data is not trivial with conventional
analysis of flow cytometry. Spanning-tree progression analysis of density-normalized
event (SPADE) analysis is used for effective visualization and interpretation of mass
cytometry data with high number of parameters. SPADE analysis contains the following
procedures (Figure 2.5) [60]. All cell events from all samples were combined. These cell
events were grouped into the clouds based on expression of the examined proteins. Then,
density-dependent down-sampling is performed on these clouds to have equal density in
each cloud. Density-dependent down-sampling allows that abundant cell types and rare
cell types have equal representation. Then, agglomerative clustering is performed on
these clouds to make less number of subpopulations. Density-dependent down-sampling
in the previous step prevents abundant cell types from being overrepresented. The
subpopulations clustered by agglomerative clustering are represented by ‘nodes’. Nodes
are connected with other nodes that have most similar properties (i.e. expression levels of
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examined proteins). These interconnected nodes are visualized as tree, SPADE tree. Then,
original cells from each sample are mapped to the SPADE tree for each sample. The
SPADE tree for each sample then reveals heterogeneity in the sample by showing relative
amount of each node in the sample with expression pattern of the node.

Figure 2.5. Procedures of SPADE Analysis [60].
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Chapter 3. Materials and Methods
3.1. CELL CULTURE OF RAT EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS
The rat embryonic stem cell (rESC) line DAc2 [68] was obtained from the Rat
Resource & Research Center. rESCs were maintained on irradiated mouse embryonic
fibroblast (MEF) cells at 21% O2 in N2B27 medium [69] supplemented with 3 μM
CHIR99021 (Stemgent) and 0.5 μM PD0325901 (Stemgent) (also known as “2i”). About
100,000 cells/cm2 were seeded for initial plating. Cells were passaged every 2 or 3 days
using 0.05% trypsin (Cellgro) at a split ratio of 1:4 on MEF cells. MEF cells were
prepared one or two days before use and maintained in 90% (v/v) DMEM-high glucose
(Gibco) and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Gibco) supplemented with 100 units/mL
penicillin, 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Cellgro) and 2 mM L-glutamine (Gibco). For feederfree culture, rESCs previously grown on MEF cells were dissociated using 0.05% trypsin
and transferred to laminin coated dishes at 100,000 cells/cm2 in N2B27 medium
supplemented with 2i (3 μM CHIR99021, 2 μM PD0325901), and 5 ng/mL human BMP4
(R&D systems). Cells were dissociated by accutase (Gibco) and passaged every 2 days at
a split ratio of 1:3 on laminin coated dishes. Daily medium change was performed for
both feeder-dependent and feeder-free rESCs.
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3.2. DERIVATION OF NANOG-GFP REPORTER RAT EMBRYONIC STEM
CELLS
293T cells were transfected with pGreenZeo™ Nanog reporter (System
Bioscienes, SR10031PA-1), psPAX2 (Addgene), and pMD2.G (Addgene) to package the
lentiviral vector. Viral vector containing supernatants were collected after 24 h and 48 h,
and concentrated using Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filter (EMD Millipore). The
concentrated virus was diluted in growth medium of feeder-free rESCs and transfected
into feeder-free rESCs in the presence of 10 µg/mL polybrene (EMB Millipore). The
medium was changed with fresh growth medium 18 h later, and transduced cells were
selected in the presence of 10 µg/mL zeocin (Gibco) from 2 day post-infection for 2
weeks. The selected pGreenZeo™ Nanog rESCs were maintained in feeder-free culture
conditions supplemented with 10 µg/mL zeocin.

3.3. CELL CULTURE OF RAT MULTIPOTENT ADULT PROGENITOR CELLS
(RMAPCS)
rMAPCs were maintained on fibronectin coated dishes in 5% O2 at 37°C in the
following medium: 60% (v/v) DMEM-low glucose (Gibco), 40% (v/v) MCDB-201 (pH
7.2 adjusted) (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10 μg/mL human insulin, 5.5 μg/mL
human transferrin, 5 ng/mL sodium selenite (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mg/mL bovine serum
albumin, 9.4 μg/mL linoleic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 units/mL penicillin, 100 μg/mL
streptomycin (Cellgro), 100 μM L-ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), 2% (v/v) fetal bovine
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serum (Gibco), 0.05 μM dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich), 55 μM β-mercaptoethanol
(Gibco), 10 ng/mL human PDGF-BB (R&D systems), 10 ng/mL mouse EGF (R&D
systems), and 103 units/mL mouse LIF (ESGRO, ESG1107) [44, 45]. The cells were
passaged using 0.05% trypsin + EDTA every 2 or 3 days at 350 cells/cm2.

3.4.

DERIVATION

AND

CULTURE

OF

HYPOBLAST

STEM

CELLS

(CHYPOSCS) DERIVED FROM RAT EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS
rESCs were plated on fibronectin coated dishes at 5,000 cells/cm2 in 5% O2 at
37°C in the medium used for maintenance of rMAPCs described in the preceding section
3.3. Medium was changed every 2 days until 7 days after initial plating. The cells were
passaged using 0.05% trypsin every 2 or 3 days at 350 cells/cm2 from day 7.

3.5. CELL CULTURE OF HUMAN EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS (HESCS)
hESCs, H9 cells, were maintained on Matrigel (BD Biosciences) coated dishes in
21% O2 at 37°C in TeSR™-E8™ medium (STEMCELL Technologies). The cells were
passaged using 0.5 mM EDTA every 4 or 5 days at a split ratio of 1:5 or 1:6 on Matrigel
(BD Biosciences) coated dishes. The medium was changed every day unless the cells
were passaged.
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3.6. CONVERSION OF CONVENTIONAL HESCS TO NAÏVE HUMAN
PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS
hESCs maintained on Matrigel (BD Biosciences) in TeSR™-E8™ medium
(STEMCELL Technologies) were dissociated as aggregates using 0.5 mM EDTA. Then,
the aggregates were transferred on MEF feeder layers in mTeSR™1 medium
(STEMCELL Technologies) and incubated in 21% O2 at 37°C. After one day, the
medium was replaced with RSeT™ medium (STEMCELL Technologies), and the cells
were incubated in 5% O2 at 37°C. The medium was changed every day with fresh
RSeT™ medium. After 4 or 5 days, the cells were passaged using TrypLE™ (Gibco) on
MEF feeder layers. For the first day after passage, the cells were maintained in RSeT™
medium supplemented with 10 μM Y-27632 (STEMCELL Technologies), inhibitor of
Rho-associated, coiled-coil containing protein kinase. The cells were passaged every 3 or
4 days at a split ratio of 1:4 to 1:5. The medium was changed every day unless they were
passaged.

3.7. IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE STAINING
Cells grown on glass coverslips (neuVitro) or tissue culture plates were fixed in
10% formalin (Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes at room temperature. The cells were
washed twice with PBS and stored in PBS at 4°C until use. The cells were permeabilized
using PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 minutes, then blocked in PBS
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with 0.1% Triton X-100 and 5% donkey serum (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes at room
temperature. After washing once with PBS, they were incubated with primary antibodies
in PBS with 5% donkey serum overnight at 4°C, washed 5 times with PBS, then
incubated with secondary antibodies in PBS with 5% donkey serum for 30 minutes at
room temperature. After washing twice with PBS, the samples were incubated with 1:500
diluted Hoechst 33258 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS with 5% donkey serum for 5 minutes.
After 3 washes with PBS, the samples on glass coverslips were mounted on glass
microscope slides using ProLong® gold antifade mountant (Molecular Probes). Images
were taken using an Olympus FluoView FV1000 confocal microscope or a Zeiss
AxioVert 200M inverted fluorescence microscope.

3.8. FLOW CYTOMETRY
200,000 cells for each sample were collected and fixed in 10% formalin for 20
minutes at room temperature. The cells were blocked in PBS with 10% donkey serum
(Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1% (w/v) saponin (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.05% (w/v) sodium azide
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h at room temperature. Then, the cells were stained with 1 μg/mL
anti-OCT4 antibody (Santa Cruz, sc-8628) and 1 μg/mL anti-GATA6 antibody (Santa
Cruz, sc-9055) in PBS with 0.1% (w/v) saponin and 0.05% (w/v) sodium azide for 1 h at
room temperature. As negative controls, unstained sample and isotype control samples
stained with goat gamma globulin (Jackson ImmunoResearch) and rabbit gamma
globulin (Jackson ImmunoResearch) were used. After the cells were washed, they were
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stained with 1 μg/mL Alexa Fluor® 546 conjugated anti-goat secondary antibody
(Invitrogen) and 1 μg/mL Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody
for 30 minutes at room temperature. The cells were washed with PBS and filtered
through a 40 μm cell strainer. Data were collected using an LSR II/Fortessa (BD
Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star).

3.9. GENE EXPRESSION ANALYSIS
Total RNA was extracted from each sample using the RNeasy micro kit (Qiagen)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. First-strand cDNA was synthesized from 2 µg
of total RNA using SuperScript® III first-strand synthesis system (Invitrogen) and
random hexamers. Real time PCR was performed with SYBR green (Applied
Biosystems). Transcript levels of each gene were normalized with that of Gapdh in the
same sample.
Total RNA from rESCs and cHypoSCs on day 7, day 17, and day 32 was
submitted to the Core Genomics Facility of the University of Illinois, Chicago for wholetranscriptome analysis. Amplification and hybridization to GeneChip® Rat Gene 1.0 ST
array (Affymetrix) was performed by the Core Genomics Facility. CEL files were
processed by RMA summarization and normalized using linear normalization to have
500 as their median intensity using OmicsOffice built in TIBCO spotfire. The temporal
change of transcript intensity was visualized using TimeView [70].
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For comparison with rHypoSCs and rMAPCs, Agilent microarray data from
GSE29114 for 3 rHypoSC cell lines (Fi1, Fi2, and Wk8 cell lines) and for 3 rMAPC cell
lines (rMAPC-1, 3C3, and CL19 cell lines) [5] was processed and normalized using
limma package in R. The expression level of common genes from Affymetrix and Agilent
data was combined. To adjust platform dependent effects, the ComBat algorithm using
empirical Bayes methods [71] in sva package in R was used. For comparison with mouse
cells, Affymetrix microarray data for E3.5 cells (GSE4309) [72], Affymetrix microarray
data for E3.25, E3.5, and E4.5 cells (E-MTAB-1681) [1], and Agilent microarray data for
mESCs, mXEN cells, and cXEN cells (GSE38477) [43] were used. Each sample from
these datasets was described in Supplementary Table S3. Each dataset was separately
normalized using linear normalization to have 500 as their median intensity. The
intensities from these datasets and rat microarray data were combined by matching genes
with orthologous Ensembl identifiers. Platform dependent effects were adjusted using the
ComBat algorithm [71] as described above. Hierarchical clustering using complete
linkage method was performed on log2 intensities based on the distance measured by
correlation. For differential gene expression analysis, significance analysis of microarrays
(SAM) [73] was performed using samr package in R. Differentially expressed genes were
called using a criterion of delta greater than 0.5, fold change greater than 2, and q-value
lower than 10%.
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3.10. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data were represented as average ± standard deviation. For comparison of
transcript level change determined by real time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR), Student’s ttest was performed to calculate p-values. Right-tailed test was performed for transcript
level change of Oct4, Gata6, Sox7, and Sox17, and left-tailed test was performed for that
of Nanog and Sox2 in Figure 4.8.

3.11. SINGLE-CELL RNA SEQUENCING
12 days after initial plating of rESCs in rMAPC culture conditions, cells were
collected and resuspended in fresh culture medium. Single-cell RNA-seq was performed
on the collected cells in the Genomics Center of the University of Minnesota. Cell
capture, mRNA purification, and cDNA library preparation was done using the Fluidigm
C1 Single-cell auto prep system per manufacturer’s protocol. The cDNA library was
sequenced by Illumina MiSeq with 26 bp paired-end reads. After trimming of 2 bp at the
end of the reads, reads were mapped to the rn5 (RGSC 5.0) downloaded from the UCSC
genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu). Tophat2 was used to align reads to the
genome with the following option: “-r 240 --mate-std-dev 140 --segment-length 24”. The
reads that were unmapped were removed. The mapped reads were counted using
summarizeOverlaps function in R, and fragments per kilobase of transcript per million
mapped reads (FPKM) values were calculated.
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Reads per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM) values from
the single-cell RNA-seq dataset of mouse blastocysts [53] were downloaded from
GSE45719. The RPKM values were combined with FPKM values of our dataset by
matching Ensembl identifiers of orthologous genes. To reduce the batch effects of the
two species and from different facilities, the ComBat algorithm [71] was used as same as
above microarray analysis. Hierarchical clustering was performed on log2 values of batch
corrected data, and expression of lineage specific genes was shown as log2 RPKM or
FPKM values before batch correction.

3.12. MASS CYTOMETRY
Antibodies (R&D systems) were conjugated with elemental isotopes with
different mass using the MaxPar® antibody labeling kit (Fluidigm) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Subsequently, the concentration of the metal conjugated
antibodies was determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm, and diluted to 0.5
mg/mL in antibody stabilizer PBS (Candor Biosciences) supplemented with 0.05%
sodium azide. The metal conjugated antibodies were stored at 4°C until use.
500,000 cells for each sample were collected and fixed in 10% formalin for 20
minutes at room temperature. The cells were washed twice with PBS and stored in PBS
until staining with the antibodies. Samples were stained with the metal conjugated
antibodies using MaxPar® nuclear antigen staining protocol (Fluidigm). The final cell
pellets were resuspended in 500 μL Maxpar® water with 10% EQ™ four element
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calibration beads (Fluidigm) and filtered through a Falcon™ tube with cell strainer cap
(Corning). The samples were injected into the Fluidigm CyTOF2 to acquire the data.
Acquired fcs files were normalized using MATLAB normalizer downloaded from
https://github.com/nolanlab/bead-normalization/releases/tag/v0.3 for bead normalization.
The data were analyzed and visualized using Cytobank software (Fluidigm).

3.13. SPANNING-TREE PROGRESSION ANALYSIS OF DENSITYNORMALIZED EVENTS (SPADE) ANALYSIS
Acquired fcs files of each sample from CyTOF2 were concatenated using FlowJo
software (Tree Star). The concatenated fcs file and fcs files from all samples were
normalized

using

MATLAB

normalizer

downloaded

from

https://github.com/nolanlab/bead-normalization/releases/tag/v0.3 for bead normalization.
Cells were gated with high Ir191 with low Ce140 to exclude beads. Cells with high event
length or low Ir191 cells were excluded to remove cell aggregates or cell debris.
The normalized fcs files were analyzed and visualized using Cytobank software
(Fluidigm). For SPADE analysis, arcsinh transformed intensity was clustered into 100
nodes. Because the concatenated file contains every cell events from all samples, the
SPADE tree for the concatenated file was used to annotate high, moderate, and low
expression for each marker. Then, SPADE trees were overlaid for each sample to show
population distribution in each sample.
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3.14. CELL SORTING AND CULTURE IN FEEDER-DEPENDENT CULTURE
CONDITION
pGreenZeo™ Nanog rESCs cultured under rMAPC conditions were collected
after different time periods using 0.05% trypsin, and GFP+ and GFP- cells were sorted
using the FACSAria II in the University Flow Cytometry Resource at the University of
Minnesota.. 7-AAD (BioLegend) was used to exclude dead cells. In each well of a 96well plate, 20 cells of sorted cells were plated on MEF cells and maintained using feederdependent rESC culture conditions. The number of GFP+ colonies in each well was
counted after 7 days. The GFP+ colony forming frequency was calculated by dividing the
number of GFP+ colonies by the number of cells plated.

3.15. DIFFERENTIATION ASSAY
We used the cHypoSCs between passage 20 and 30 for in vitro differentiation
studies. Endothelial and hepatocyte differentiation was performed as has been described
for rMAPCs [44, 45]. Expression of Eomes and VE-cadherin and Afp, Alb, and Hnf1a
was measured by qRT-PCR to evaluate the endothelial and hepatocyte differentiation,
respectively.
To assess differentiation in vivo, rESCs and cHypoSCs were collected and washed
with PBS. The cell pellets were resuspended in Matrigel (BD Biosciences) at 4°C.
Approximately 106 cells of each sample were subcutaneously injected into the inner thigh
of NOD/SCID mice. All experiments with animals were authorized and monitored by the
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Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in the University of Minnesota. Tumors
were collected about 4 weeks after injection, and fixed using 10% formalin (SigmaAldrich). The fixed samples were sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E).

3.16. METHYLATION ANALYSIS
OneStep qMethyl kit (Zymo Research) was used to determine the amount of DNA
methylation. It was performed using manufacturer’s protocol. The primers used for the
assay were designed as same as ones for qRT-PCR.

3.17. INGENUITY PATHWAY ANALYSIS
To predict regulators that activate up-regulated genes and that repress downregulated genes, upstream regulator analysis was performed using Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis (IPA) (https://analysis.ingenuity.com). The genes with their expression level,
fold change, and q-value were uploaded. IPA used the Ingenuity Pathways Knowledge
Base for a database of known relationships between genes and regulators, such as
transcription regulator, chemicals, enzymes, and cytokines. It calculated statistical
significance (activation z-score) based on consistency between known relationships and
uploaded expression changes. The regulators with activation z-score greater than 2 or
lower than -2 were selected.
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Chapter 4. Derivation of Hypoblast
Stem Cells from Rat Embryonic Stem
Cells
4.1. INTRODUCTION
During development of the mammalian embryo, diverse types of tissues are
formed from an initially totipotent zygote. At the preimplantation stage the totipotent
morula forms the blastocyst wherein two lineages are specified: trophectoderm (TE) and
the inner cell mass (ICM). TE forms the outer layer of the blastocyst and develops into
the placenta to support the embryo proper. The ICM gives rise to two lineages: epiblast
(EPI) that forms all three germ layers, and primitive endoderm (PrE) (also known as
hypoblast) that forms the extraembryonic endoderm and yolk sac [2, 16].
Stem cells that represent the identity of the different blastocyst cell types have
been derived in vitro from embryos under specific culture conditions. Embryonic stem
cells (ESCs) are pluripotent stem cells, that can be derived from the ICM of mouse and
rat blastocysts [7-9]. They differentiate into derivatives of endoderm, mesoderm, and
ectoderm [9, 25, 27, 74]. Especially mouse ESCs (mESCs) differentiate into
extraembryonic endoderm cells as well [43]. ESCs have a gene expression pattern similar
to EPI of developing ICM. ESCs express the pluripotency-associated transcription factors,
such as Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog [9, 29, 75-78], that via a feed-back loop reinforce each
other’s expression and maintain pluripotency [28, 29, 75-81]. In addition, it is possible to
isolate epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs) from EPI of post-implantation mouse embryos, that
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can differentiate to cells of the embryo proper [14, 31], but poorly or not to
extraembryonic endoderm cells [43]. EpiSCs (sometimes also referred to as primed
pluripotent stem cells) also express Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog, but in contrast to ESCs they
express Foxa2, T, and Cer1 [14]. The in vitro counterpart of PrE has also been derived
from mouse blastocysts and are termed extraembryonic endoderm (XEN) cells [11]
(Figure 1). Mouse XEN (mXEN) cells can give rise to the two main extraembryonic
endoderm lineages: parietal endoderm and visceral endoderm. They generate
preferentially parietal endoderm in vivo [11] and differentiate into visceral endodermal
cells in vitro [37-39]. They express PrE-associated genes, Gata6, Gata4, Sox7, Sox17,
and Pdgfra, but do not express Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog [11]. Stable self-renewing XEN
cells were derived only from mouse but not yet from human blastocysts. These in vitro
ESCs, EpiSCs, and mXEN cell lines provide a useful model to study regulation of cell
fate decisions during early embryonic development.
In addition to mXEN cells, cells that are PrE-committed but less mature than
XEN cells have been derived from diverse origins [5, 12, 16, 44, 46, 47, 82] (Figure 1).
First in this category were multipotent adult progenitor cells (MAPCs) culture-derived
from mouse and rat bone marrow using a medium containing LIF, PDGF, EGF, and 2%
serum [44, 46, 47]. MAPCs express Gata6, Gata4, Sox7, Sox17, and Pdgfra, at a high
level, like XEN cells, but they also express some ESC-specific genes including Oct4 [45,
48]. The co-expression of the major PrE-associated genes and some ESC-associated
genes in MAPCs suggested that they resemble the nascent PrE-committed state, and that
they are less mature than XEN cells. Especially, rat MAPCs (rMAPCs) were shown to be
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able to generate the tissue similar to extraembryonic endoderm in vivo and differentiate
into hepatocyte-like cells, -cell-like cells and mesodermal cells in vitro [5, 6, 44, 45].
Rat hypoblast stem cells (rHypoSCs) that were highly similar to rMAPCs were
isolated from rat blastocysts using culture conditions used for the generation of MAPCs
from rat bone marrow [5]. Like rMAPCs, rHypoSCs express high levels of Oct4 as well
as typical PrE markers, and develop in vivo into extraembryonic endoderm and in vitro
into hepatocyte-like cells, -cell-like cells and mesodermal cells [5, 6]. Finally, rat
extraembryonic endoderm precursor (rXEN-P) cells, another in vitro counterpart of early
PrE, were also derived from rat blastocyst, using embryonic fibroblast feeders combined
with LIF and serum [12]. rXEN-P cells had a similar transcriptional and in vivo and in
vitro developmental potential profile as rMAPCs and rHypoSCs [5, 12].
As discussed above, ESCs have the capacity to give rise to derivatives of PrE
lineages [41, 43]. When Gata6 or Gata4 expression was overexpressed in mouse ESCs
(mESCs), they differentiated into XEN cells [41]. More recently, mESCs were converted
to XEN (cXEN) cells by culturing with retinoic acid, activin A, and serum [43]. cXEN
cells were shown to be highly similar to mXEN cells based on their gene expression
signature and in vitro differentiation toward visceral endoderm upon BMP treatment.
Even though ESCs can give rise to XEN cells, they have not been shown to
differentiate to nascent PrE precursors similar to rXEN-P cells, rMAPCs, or rHypoSCs.
We hypothesized that rat ESCs (rESCs) can be differentiated into nascent PrE cells by
culturing rESCs under the culture conditions that have been used for rMAPCs and
rHypoSCs. We named these cells converted (c)HypoSCs. These cells were shown to have
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multipotent differentiation capacity including acquisition of hepatic and mesodermal
lineage features in vitro, and extraembryonic endodermal features in vivo. cHypoSCs had
a distinct gene expression signature of co-expression of PrE markers and multiple
pluripotency-associated genes. We also demonstrated at the single-cell level, the
sequential steps of the conversion of rESCs to cHypoSCs by mass cytometry.
This new method of deriving nascent HypoSCs from ESCs provides another and
convenient model to study the regulation of pluripotency and initial lineage segregation
in the ICM to PrE and EPI cells.

4.2. RESULTS
4.2.1. A COMBINATION

OF

SIGNALING MOLECULES PROMOTES DERIVATION

OF

HYPOBLAST STEM CELLS FROM RESCS
rESCs grown in feeder-free conditions were collected and plated at 5,000
cells/cm2 on fibronectin-coated dishes in MAPC medium that contained EGF, PDGF,
LIF, and 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS). The culture conditions used were identical to
those used for growing rat MAPCs except for the initial plating cell density. The cells did
not form typical ESC colonies, but grew dispersed as single cells. About 80% of the
initially plated cells died in the first four days (Figure 4.3). Subsequently, the remaining
cells began to proliferate as spindle-shaped single cells (Figure 4.2), a morphology
similar to that of XEN cells, MAPCs, and rHypoSCs [5, 11, 12, 43, 44]. After 7 days,
cells were sub-cultured every 2 or 3 days at 350 cells/cm2. Cells retained their spindle
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shaped morphology throughout culture (Figure 4.2) for more than 33 passages with a
doubling time of 16 hours (Figure 4.3).
Immunostaining demonstrated that rESCs cultured in rMAPC conditions
expressed one of the master extraembryonic endoderm transcription factors, GATA6,
retained the expression of the pluripotency-associated transcription factor OCT4, but lost
the expression of two main pluripotency-related transcription factors, SOX2 and
NANOG (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Co-expression of OCT4 and GATA6 in most cells was
confirmed by flow cytometry (Figures 4.6). The transcript levels of PrE-related genes,
Gata6, Sox7 and Pdgfra, increased by 4.8, 8.2, and 7.0 fold, respectively by day 2 (D2).
By D4, expression of two other PrE-related transcripts, Gata4 and Sox17, also increased
(Figure 4.7a). The transcript level of these PrE-related genes continued to increase until
D10. This increased expression of PrE-related genes was similarly observed when cXEN
cells were generated from mESCs [43]. Along with the up-regulation of the PrE markers,
the pluripotency-associated genes, Oct4, Nanog, and Sox2, were down-regulated by D2
(Figure 4.7b). Nanog and Sox2 continued to decrease further until D20. In contrast the
expression of Oct4 and Klf4 was maintained at high level throughout this transition, after
the 5 fold decrease of Oct4 during the initial two days of culture. This continued high
expression level of Oct4 was not seen when cXEN and mXEN cells were generated from
mESCs and from mouse blastocysts, respectively [11, 43]. This suggests that MAPC
culture conditions promotes the conversion of rESCs towards a cell type that bears close
resemblance to rXEN-P cells, rMAPCs and rHypoSCs in terms of expression of key PrE
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and pluripotency markers [5, 12, 44, 48]. Hence, we termed these rESC-derived HypoSClike cells as converted (c)HypoSCs.

4.2.2. LIF IS ESSENTIAL FOR DERIVATION OF CHYPOSCS AND PDGF PROMOTES THEIR
PROLIFERATION
We next assessed the role of EGF, LIF, and PDGF in the derivation of cHypoSCs.
The transcript levels of key transcription factors associated in pluripotency (Sox2, Nanog,
and Oct4) and PrE (Gata6, Sox7, and Sox17) were measured on D26 by RT-qPCR
(Figure 4.8). All culture conditions that included LIF gave rise to cells with combined
pluripotency and PrE marker expression similar to the control containing all three growth
factors (all p-values > 0.05). In the absence of LIF (EGF only, PDGF only, EGF/PDGF),
Oct4 transcripts decreased to levels at least 14 fold lower than rESCs, while the PrE
transcripts increased to the same level as in conditions containing LIF. These decreases of
Oct4 compared to the control are significant (all p-values < 0.05). Hence, LIF alone was
sufficient to derive cells with the transcript profile of cHypoSCs from rESCs.
LIF was also necessary for HypoSCs, as withdrawal of LIF diminished the growth
rate (Figure 4.9). However, with LIF alone, the cell growth rate was reduced compared to
the control three-factor culture (doubling time 37 h). Addition of EGF did not affect the
growth, but addition of PDGF resulted in a growth rate similar to that in the three-factor
culture (similar to what has been described for rMAPCs and rHypoSCs [5].
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4.2.3. MASS CYTOMETRY SHOWED QUANTITATIVE EXPRESSION CHANGE

DURING

CHYPOSC DERIVATION

We employed mass cytometry to examine co-expression of the pluripotency- and
PrE-associated genes at the single-cell level. Mass cytometry allows simultaneous
measurement of up to 35 markers using elemental isotopes-labeled antibodies [58-60, 83].
Ten antibodies against pluripotency-related genes (OCT4, NANOG, SOX2, KLF4, and
KLF5) and PrE-related genes (GATA4, GATA6, SOX7, SOX17, and PDGFRA) were
labeled with metal isotopes of different mass, as shown in Supplementary Table S1. Each
of these metal-conjugated antibodies was qualified using samples that have markedly
different expression levels of the target antigen (Figure 4.10).
To visualize the behavior of the 10 markers, mass cytometry data for rESCs
transitioning to cHypoSCs at five different time points (rESCs (D0), D4, D8, D12, and
D17), and rMAPCs were clustered using SPADE (spanning-tree progression analysis of
density-normalized events) analysis [59, 60]. The data of each sample was presented with
interconnected clusters in a tree structure with 100 nodes (Figure 4.11 and 4.12). Each
node in the SPADE tree represents a group of cells with similar expression patterns of the
10 markers, and each is connected to its most similar nodes. The 10 SPADE trees for the
10 markers are shown in Figure 4.11. To display the intensity of each of the 10 markers
in the SPADE tree, the median intensity of each marker in each node is represented by a
color. The intensity for each marker is then categorized into high, moderate, and low
expression levels and shown as ++, +, and no label, respectively, enclosed in black solid
lines in Figure 4.11.
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Next, we classified the nodes into different subpopulations based on expression
pattern of the 10 markers as described in Table 4.1: (1) PDGFRA-/pluripotent stem cell
(PSC), (2) PDGFRA+/PSC, (3) HypoSC-like cell, (4) XEN-like cell, (5) OCT4/KLF4+
(OK4+), and (6) GATA6 only expressing HypoSC (G6+) enclosed with green, dashed
green, red, blue, orange, and dashed red lines, respectively (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). PSC
nodes were located at the left most part of the SPADE tree. PSC nodes co-expressing
NANOG, SOX2, OCT4, KLF4, and KLF5 at high or moderate levels included two
subpopulations: PDGFRA absent PSC (PDGFRA-/PSC) and PDGFRA expressing PSC
(PDGFRA+/PSC). Some nodes of PDGFRA PSC also expressed SOX7, SOX17, GATA4,
or GATA6. HypoSC-like cell and XEN-like cell nodes were at the righter most part of
the tree. Of the OCT4 expressing nodes on the right side of the SPADE tree, 2 nodes had
GATA6 but no other PrE markers and were classified as G6+ only HypoSC. In the center
of the SPADE tree, the nodes with at least moderate OCT4 or KLF4 and low levels of all
other markers were classified as OK4+. All other nodes were not classified as any of the
above subpopulations due to insufficient marker expression levels.
The population distribution at different time points during the transition from
rESCs to cHypoSCs, and rMAPCs is shown in Figures 4.12a-f. Almost the entire
population of rESC expressed pluripotency markers at high levels. About 30% of the
population also expressed PDGFRA. 60% of rMAPCs expressed all HypoSC markers,
while 16% were classified as XEN-like cell because of lower OCT4 levels. This was
largely due to the stringent gating used in the cytometry. The exposure of rESCs to
MAPC culture conditions quickly reduced the PSC populations on D4 and D8. As the
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PSC subpopulation continued to decrease, HypoSCs increased. By D12 and D17,
HypoSCs became the majority of the populations.
It can be noted that the D4 and D8 samples contained a much larger percentage of
OK4+ than the other samples. This subpopulation expresses OCT4 or KLF4 but is low in
any other marker expression and arose before the population was converted to a HypoSClike fate also expressing PrE markers. By contrast, G6+ cells were barely present in any
samples except for the D8 sample where 6% of the population expressed solely GATA6.
The ultimate transcript and protein expression of cHypoSCs was similar to rHypoSCs and
rMAPCs,

and

the

continued

high-level

expression

of

OCT4

distinguishes

cHypoSCs/rHypoSCs from XEN cells. Importantly, the mass cytometry data showed that
rESCs cultured under rMAPC conditions undergo a transition wherein they first move
from an PDGRA-/PSC population towards a PDGFRA+/PSC population, then lose the
pluripotency genes NANOG and SOX2, but retain OCT4 and PDGFRA, and
subsequently start co-expressing PrE markers still in the presence of PDGFRA, OCT4,
KLF4, and KLF5. This transition is distinct from PrE specification in the ICM of mouse
embryos wherein NANOG and GATA6 are co-expressed throughout all ICM cells before
NANOG is subsequently lost in the subset of the ICM cells as they are specified to PrE
[84]. This suggests that the transition of rESCs to cHypoSCs may have a regulatory
mechanism different from PrE specification in embryos.

4.2.4. CHYPOSCS HAVE

A

MULTIPOTENT DIFFERENTIATION CAPACITY SIMILAR

RMAPCS AND RHYPOSCS
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AS

Based on their similar gene expression profile of pluripotency and PrE genes, we
hypothesized that the differentiation capacity of cHypoSCs would be similar to that of
rHypoSCs and rMAPCs. Both rHypoSCs and rMAPCs were shown to differentiate to the
mesoderm lineage and hepatocyte-like cells in vitro and to extraembryonic endoderm in
vivo [5, 44, 45]. Hepatic differentiation and mesoderm differentiation from cHypoSCs
were performed. After 20 days of hepatocyte differentiation, the transcript level of the
hepatocyte specific markers, Alb, Afp, and Hnf1a, were highly upregulated (Figure 4.13a).
Differentiation using VEGF for 10 days increased the expression of mesoderm-related
genes, Eomes and VE-cadherin, by 44 and 25 fold, respectively (Figure 4.13b). In
addition, subcutaneous injection of cHypoSCs into an immunodeficient mouse showed
the appearance of yolk sac-like tumors (endodermal sinus tumors) (Figure 4.14) ,
similarly as those formed by rHypoSCs and rMAPCs [5]. These results showed that the
multipotent capacity of cHypoSCs to mesoderm, hepatocyte, and extraembryonic
endoderm is similar to rHypoSCs and rMAPCs.

4.3. DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we described the derivation of cHypoSCs from rESCs using an in
vitro culture model with 3 growth factors. cXEN cells have previously been derived from
mESCs that express the same extraembryonic endoderm markers as mXEN cells derived
from the blastocyst [43]. rXEN-P and rHypoSCs, isolated independently from rat
blastocysts using different culture system (feeders and LIF vs. feeder-free +
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LIF/EGF/PDGF), also express PrE markers [5, 12]. However, in contrast to mXEN and
cXEN cells, rXEN-P and rHypoSCs also express high levels of OCT4. Interestingly
rMAPCs culture-derived from rat bone marrow have a very similar transcript profile
compared with rXEN-P and rHypoSCs [5, 12, 44, 48].
The cHypoSC reported in this study adds to the repertoire of cell lines of the PrE
lineage, with the distinction that they can be derived from established rESC lines.
cHypoSCs expressed high levels of OCT4, KLF4, GATA6, GATA4, SOX7, SOX17, and
PDGFRA simultaneously (Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.12), similar to rMAPCs, rHypoSCs,
and rXEN-P cells. Finally, the functional differentiation capacity of cHypoSCs was
similar to that described for rMAPCS and rHypoSCs, i.e. differentiation towards cells
with hepatocyte and mesoderm features in vitro, and towards extraembryonic endoderm
in vivo (Figure 4.14). The expression of pluripotency genes in cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and
rMAPCs distinguishes them from XEN cells, as does their multipotent differentiation
ability, supporting the notion that unlike XEN cells, they represent the nascent PrE.
Oct4, Nanog and Sox2 are the transcription factors that govern the pluripotent
state by inducing expression of each other [29, 80, 85]. All three transcription factors are
repressed during derivation of mXEN and cXEN cells [11, 43]. Derivation of XEN cells
has been described following overexpression of Gata6 in mESCs. Oct4 continued to be
expressed with concomitant loss of Nanog and Sox2; however, Oct4 was eventually also
repressed [40]. This suggests that ESCs can be converted to a cell expressing both Oct4
and PrE genes, and that specific culture conditions are required to sustain this phenotype
in vitro.
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LIF positively regulates expression of Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog in the core
regulatory circuitry of pluripotency [81] and is required for the maintenance of mESCs
[86]. We here demonstrate that LIF was also required for the derivation of cHypoSCs,
like rMAPCs, rHypoSCs, and rXEN-P cells [5, 12], while it is not needed for the creation
of XEN cells [11] (Figure 4.1). Thus, LIF appears to play a key role in maintaining the
nascent PrE state but is no longer required to maintain more committed XEN cells.
In this study, we used mass cytometry for 10 markers associated with either
pluripotency or the PrE lineage, to follow the dynamics of these markers at the single-cell
level during the transition of rESC to cHypoSC. This demonstrated that the transition
from ESCs to cHypoSCs occurred stepwise, where ESCs (OCT4+SOX2+NANOG+
population) moved progressively to an OCT4+SOX2+NANOG+ population that also
expresses PDGFRA (a typical PrE cell surface marker [82, 84]). Subsequently, a
population arose wherein the pluripotency genes NANOG and SOX2 were lost, but
OCT4 and KLF4 were retained, following which PrE markers became co-expressed
(Figure 4.11 and 4.12). These expression changes are different from those during PrE
specification in the ICM, where GATA6 and NANOG are co-expressed in the ICM with
subsequent loss of NANOG and activation of PDGFRA, SOX17, and GATA4 in a
sequential manner [84, 87]. The existence of the OK4+ population indicates that rESCs
may lose expression of NANOG and SOX2 before upregulating PrE markers.
As described above, a subpopulation of ESCs also expressed PDGFRA+
(PDGFRA+/PSC) (Figure 4.12a). Pdgfra has been used to identify PrE precursors in vivo
[82, 84]. PDGFRA+ mESCs were shown to be PrE primed populations in mESCs (Lo
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Nigro et al., submitted). It is hence possible, that the PDGFRA+/PSC subpopulation is
more prone to commit to PrE lineage than the PDGFRA- ESC population.
Extraembryonic endoderm progenitors have been derived from human ESCs
(hESCs) and maintained in vitro by overexpression of SOX7 [88]. These cells appeared
to have restricted differentiation capacity into extraembryonic endoderm and expressed
PrE and extraembryonic endoderm markers [88], suggesting that they may be the human
counterpart of mouse XEN cells. However, human in vitro PrE precursors have not been
derived from hESCs yet without genetic manipulation. Conventional hESCs display a
“primed” pluripotent state that resembles rodent epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs), i.e.
pluripotent stem cells derived from post-implantation epiblasts [26]. Unlike mESCs,
mouse EpiSCs were not capable of differentiating into XEN cells [26, 43]. This may
explain why primed pluripotent hESCs might have restricted capacity to differentiate into
the nascent PrE lineage. Recently, different groups demonstrated that primed hESCs can
be converted to naïve pluripotent stem cells that closely resemble rodent ESCs [35, 36].
These naïve pluripotent hESCs may have a greater potential to differentiate to nascent
PrE cells, similarly as mESCs/rESCs. Information from transcriptome studies on in vivo
human nascent PrE cells [89, 90] may aid in generating expandable nascent PrE cell lines
from human. In addition, our approach to derive cHypoSCs from rESCs should enable
the derivation of human PrE precursors in vitro without genetic manipulation.
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4.4. FIGURES

Figure 4.1. Derivation of Stem Cells Representing Primitive Endoderm (PrE) in vitro.
Different types of stem cells representing PrE lineage can be derived from embryonic stem cells (ESCs),
blastocysts, and bone marrow without genetic manipulation. Methods to derive each cell were shown with the
arrows. mESC: mouse ESC; rESC: rat ESC; rXEN-P: rat extraembryonic endoderm precursor cell; rHypoSC:
rat hypoblast stem cell derived from rat blastocyst; cHypoSC: rat hypoblast stem cell derived from rESC;
rMAPC: rat multipotent adult progenitor cell; mXEN: mouse extraembryonic endoderm cell derived from
mouse blastocyst; cXEN: mouse extraembryonic endoderm cell derived from mESC.
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Figure 4.2. Morphology Change of rESCs toward HypoSC-like Cells.
Feeder-free rESCs (left) were converted into cells with similar morphology as rMAPCs and rHypoSCs in the
presence of LIF, PDGF, EGF, and serum after 3 days (center) and 10 days (right). Scale bars: 100 µm.

Figure 4.3. Proliferation of rESCs Following Hypoblast Stem Cell (HypoSC) Derivation Protocol.
The proliferation of the cells was represented with log2 cumulative cell number during derivation of HypoSClike cells from rESCs (n=3). Substantial cell death occurred by day 4, followed by stable self-renewal. Doubling
time of the cells after day 7 until day 74 was 16 hours.
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Figure 4.4. Immunofluorescence Staining Analysis of GATA6, NANOG, SOX2, and OCT4 in HypoSC-like cells.
Hypoblast stem cell (HypoSC)-like cells derived from rESCs expressed GATA6 and OCT4 (yellow) and lost
expression of NANOG and SOX2 (top) at day 6. Scale bars: 50 µm.

Figure 4.5. Immunofluorescence Staining Analysis of GATA6, NANOG, SOX2, and OCT4 in rESCs.
rESCs under feeder free culture condition highly expressed NANOG (left, green), SOX2 (left, red), and OCT4
(right, yellow) without expression of GATA6. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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Figure 4.6. Flow Cytometry Analysis of OCT4 and GATA6 in HypoSC-like Cells, Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts
(MEF), and rESCs.
Most populations of HypoSC-like cells derived from rESCs co-expressed OCT4 and GATA6 (top, left). Isotype
control was used for gating (middle). MEF was used as a negative control of OCT4 and GATA6 expression, and
it had negative expression of both OCT4 and GATA6.
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Figure 4.7. Transcript Levels of PrE markers (a) and Pluripotency markers (b) during Conversion of rESCs to
HypoSC-like Cells.
Log2 mRNA levels of PrE markers (a) (Gata6, Gata4, Sox17, Sox7, and Pdgfra) pluripotency markers (b) (Klf4,
Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog) relative to Gapdh measured by qRT-PCR (n=3).
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Figure 4.8. Effects of Signaling Molecules on Transcript Levels during cHypoSC Derivation.
The transcript levels of Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, Gata6, Sox7, and Sox17 were measured by qRT-PCR at day 26 and
shown as relative expression level to rESCs (day 0). The conditions used for the derivation of cells were
indicated below x axis. (n=3).
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Figure 4.9. Effects of Signaling Molecules on Proliferation of Cells during cHypoSC Derivation.
Proliferation of cells following cHypoSC derivation protocol under the conditions indicated was shown as log2
cumulative cell number during 26 days (n=3).
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Figure 4.10. Qualification of Metal-conjugated Antibodies for Mass Cytometry.
a) Gating strategy to exclude normalization beads by selecting high 191Ir with low 140Ce, for each sample.
b) Gating strategy to exclude cell debris and cell aggregates with event length and 191Ir.
c) Qualification of metal-conjugated antibodies using samples with high (blue) and low (orange) expression
levels for each marker. The samples used to validate each antibody were as following: 148Nd-KLF5 (Blue:
rMAPCs, Orange: MEF); 152Sm-SOX7 (Blue: rMAPCs, Orange: rESCs); 154Sm-SOX7 (Blue: rMAPCs,
Orange: MEF); 156Gd-GATA4 (Blue: rMAPCs, Orange: MEF); 158Gd-PDGFRA (Blue: rMAPCs, Orange:
mESCs); 159Tb-GATA6 (Blue: rMAPCs, Orange: MEF); 164Dy-KLF4 (Blue: mESCs, Orange: MEF); 169TmNANOG (Blue: mESCs, Orange: MEF); 171Yb-OCT4 (Blue: rESCs, Orange: MEF); and 173Yb-SOX2 (Blue:
mESCs, Orange: rMAPCs).
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Figure 4.11. SPADE Trees for each Marker from Mass Cytometry Data.
a-j) The expression levels of each marker used in mass cytometry were shown in each separate SPADE tree. The
color represents the arcsinh transformed intensity of each marker for each node. Median values of the intensity
for each node were shown. The nodes with high, moderate, and low level of each marker were labeled with ++, +
and no label, enclosed with black lines. Based on the expression patterns of the 10 markers, the subpopulations
were classified and annotated, as described in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.12. SPADE Analysis Based on 10 markers (OCT4, NANOG, SOX2, KLF4, KLF5, GATA4, GATA6,
SOX7, SOX17, and PDGFRA) for rESCs Transitioning to cHypoSCs.
For each sample, SPADE tree was shown, where the percentage of the cells in each node was represented by
color and size. For comparison, SPADE tree for rMAPCs was also shown (f). Populations in each sample were
classified based on expression patterns as shown in Table 4.1. PDGFRA-/PSC, PDGFRA+/PSC, HypoSC-like,
XEN-like, OK4+, and G6+ populations were enclosed with green, dashed green, red, blue, orange, and dashed
red lines, respectively. The percentages of these subpopulations in each sample were shown in the tables below
each SPADE tree. Black arrows in (b) represent the nodes co-expressing OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, GATA4,
GATA6, SOX7, SOX17, and PDGFRA.

Figure 4.13. Multipotent Capacity of cHypoSCs.
a, b) Log2 fold change of transcript levels of markers after differentiation into hepatocyte-like cells (a) and
mesoderm lineage (b) measured by qRT-PCR (n=3). Hepatic specific markers (Alb, Afp, Hnf1a) and mesoderm
markers (Eomes, VE-cadherin) were highly up-regulated.
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Figure 4.14. Yolk Sac-like Tumors Formed from cHypoSCs.
Yolk sac-like tumors that appeared similar to those formed from rMAPCs and rHypoSCs (Lo Nigro et al., 2012)
formed when cHypoSCs were injected subcutaneously into a mouse. The tumors were densely cellular with
indistinct margins and were composed of pleomorphic polyhedral to oval cells arranged in compact streams or
haphazard columns invested with many small caliber blood vessels. At many scattered sites, the tumor cells were
arranged in small nests of polyhedral cells, or were forming cyst-like structures and rarely structures
resembling Schiller-Duval bodies. In these sites, the tumor cells were surrounded by abundant homogeneous
eosinophilic extracellular matrix (basement membrane-like matrix). The tumor cells had medium to large oval,
hyperchromatic nuclei and showed frequent mitotic figures (top). Histologically these tumors most closely
resembled yolk sac tumors (endodermal sinus tumor). The tumors were positive for laminin intracellularly and
weakly to moderately in the extracellular matrix (bottom, two from left) and wide spectrum cytokeratin mainly
in cells in regions of abundant extracellular matrix (bottom, two from right). Scale bars: 50 µm.

Figure 4.15. Teratoma Assay of rESCs.
Teratoma with tissues of all three germ layers (ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm) was formed from feederfree rESCs.
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PSC

(OCT4+ or KLF4+) and (NANOG-, SOX2-, and KLF5-)

OCT4++/+, KLF4++/+, KLF5++/+, NANOG-, and SOX2-

OK4+

G6+
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(GATA4++, GATA6++, SOX7++, or SOX17++) and
(GATA4++/+, GATA6++/+, SOX7++/+, SOX17++/+, and PDGFRA++/+)

OCT4-, KLF4++/+, KLF5++/+, NANOG+/-, and SOX2+/-

XEN-like

GATA6++/+, PDGFRA++/+, SOX7-, SOX17-, and GATA4-

All-

(GATA4++, GATA6++, SOX7++, or SOX17++) and
(GATA4++/+, GATA6++/+, SOX7++/+, SOX17++/+, and PDGFRA++/+)

HypoSC-like

OCT4++/+, KLF4++/+, KLF5++/+, NANOG+/-, and SOX2+/-

GATA4+/-, GATA6+/-, SOX7+/-, SOX17+/-, and PDGFRA-

GATA4+/-, GATA6+/-, SOX7+/-, SOX17+/-, and PDGFRA++/+

(NANOG++, SOX2++, or OCT4++) and
(NANOG++/+, SOX2++/+, OCT4++/+, KLF4++/+, and KLF5++/+)

Primitive endoderm

(NANOG++, SOX2++, or OCT4++) and
(NANOG++/+, SOX2++/+, OCT4++/+, KLF4++/+, and KLF5++/+)

PDGFRA+/PSC

PDGFRA-/PSC

Pluripotency

PSC: pluripotent stem cell (PSC), OK4+: OCT4/KLF4+, and G6+: GATA6 only expressing HypoSC.

Table 4.1. Expression Patterns of Pluripotency and PrE markers for each Subpopulations in Spanning-tree Progression Analysis of Density-normalized Events (SPADE)
analysis.

4.5. TABLES

Chapter 5. Meta-analysis of Cross
Species Transcriptomes
5.1. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 4, the derivation of cHypoSCs from rESCs by culturing in MAPC
medium condition was described. Their behavior and expression of key markers in both
transcript and protein level were shown to be similar with those of rMAPCs and
rHypoSCs. The transition from rESCs to cHypoSCs will provide a convenient model to
study not only in vitro PrE differentiation from pluripotent stem cells, but also EPI and
PrE specification in vivo.
In mouse system, other PrE representing cell lines, such as mXEN cells and
cXEN cells, have been derived [11, 43]. mXEN cells can generate preferentially parietal
endoderm in vivo [11], and differentiate into visceral endoderm in vitro [37-39]. In vitro
differentiation capacity of cXEN cells resemble that of mXEN cells [43]. mXEN cells
and cXEN cells express PrE and extraembryonic endoderm markers, while they do not
express most of pluripotency markers [43]. These properties of mXEN cells and cXEN
cells led these cells to be considered as in vitro cells representing PrE in vivo.
The properties of cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and rMAPCs resemble those of in vivo
PrE. Similarly as mXEN and cXEN cells, all these cells (cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and
rMAPCs) highly express PrE markers, and they can differentiate into multiple lineages
including extraembryonic endoderm [5]. However, in contrast to mXEN and cXEN cells,
they have high expression of key pluripotency markers, such as Oct4, and their
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differentiation capacity was not limited to only extraembryonic endoderm [5]. These
properties of cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and rMAPCs appear less mature than XEN cells.
However, all these cells have not been comprehensively compared to each other yet.
Furthermore, their resemblance to in vivo PrE still relies on expression of some key
markers and developmental potential instead of their global identities.
In the reports of the derivation of mXEN/cXEN cells, rHypoSCs and rMAPCs,
transcriptome data of each cell line were reported from each group [5, 43]. Furthermore,
in vivo ICM, PrE, EPI, and TE cells from mouse blastocysts were also characterized with
their transcriptomes [1, 53, 72]. Comprehensive comparison of these described cells with
our derived cHypoSCs will reveal identities of these in vitro cells and their resemblance
with cells in vivo.
In this chapter, we performed transcriptomic analysis on rESCs transitioning
toward cHypoSCs. The transcriptomes of these cells were also compared with other
reported transcriptomes of the cells described above: mESCs, mXEN/cXEN cells,
rHypoSCs, rMAPCs, and in vivo cells from mouse blastocysts. These data were obtained
from different groups with different types of data, and some cells were from different
species. In addition, the compared cells include both in vitro and in vivo cells. Hence,
direct comparison of these transcriptome data may not reveal correlation between these
samples properly due to systematic bias. We performed batch correction to remove such a
systematic bias. This meta-analysis revealed the difference between cHypoSCs and
mXEN/cXEN cells and the resemblance between these in vitro cells and in vivo cells.
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5.2. RESULTS
5.2.1. TRANSCRIPTOME ANALYSIS

OF

HYPOBLAST STEM CELL-LIKE CELLS DERIVED

FROM RESCS

We performed transcriptome analysis of cells transitioning from rESCs to
cHypoSC. rESCs grown in both feeder-free and feeder-dependent conditions were
converted to HypoSC-like cells. Cell samples at D0, D7, D17, and D32, were assayed
using Affymetrix microarray. In addition to the genes probed earlier by RT-qPCR (Gata4,
Gata6, Pdgfra, Sox17, and Sox7), the transcripts of many other PrE genes were
upregulated during the transition including those associated with parietal endoderm
(Pth1r, Sani1, and Sparc) and visceral endoderm (Col4a1, Dab2, Elf1, Emp2, Foxq1,
Fxyd3, Lama1, and Stra6) [11, 30, 43, 91] (Figure 5.1a, b, c).
Many pluripotency genes decreased precipitously aside from Nanog and Sox2 also
Gdf3, Lef1, Fgf4, Tfcp2l1, Klf2, and Nodal, while other pluripotency genes decreased
only moderately and retained high expression levels, aside from Oct4 also Dppa3, Tdgf1,
Esrrb, Eras, and Tbx3 (Figure 5.1d). Despite the initial decrease, transcript levels of Fgf4,
Tfcp2l1, Klf2, and Nodal continued to be highly expressed on D32. The dynamics of
transcript levels of the PrE and pluripotency genes was seen regardless whether rESCs
were cultured under feeder-free or feeder-dependent conditions.

5.2.2. COMPARISON

OF

TRANSCRIPTOME

BETWEEN

CELLS AND RMAPCS/RHYPOSCS
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HYPOBLAST STEM CELL-LIKE

The gene expression data at different stages of transition from rESCs to
cHypoSCs were compared to those of previously reported rHypoSC lines (Fi1, Fi2, and
Wk8 cell lines) and rMAPC lines (rMAPC-1, 3C3, and CL19 cell lines) [5]. As the data
were obtained using different platforms, the ComBat algorithm was used to remove
systematic bias in the different data sets [71]. Hierarchical clustering was then performed
on the combined data (Figure 5.2). The presence of feeder in rESCs used for derivation of
cHypoSCs is shown in parentheses. rESCs clustered separately from all other samples
except for the D7 (feeder), which co-clustered with rESCs. Our data from the mass
cytometry experiment indicated that the major transition from ESC to cHypoSC occurred
between D8 and D12. Consistently, the D7 (feeder) and D7 (feeder-free) cells were also
somewhat different in their transcriptome from later stages of cHypoSCs. Nevertheless,
the data confirm that cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and rMAPCs were very similar at the
transcriptome level and had a similar expression profile of many marker genes associated
with primitive endoderm, parietal endoderm, visceral endoderm, and pluripotency (Figure
5.2).

5.2.3. CROSS SPECIES, IN VITRO VS.

IN VIVO SINGLE CELL TRANSCRIPTOMIC ANALYSIS

At the blastocyst stage cells in the ICM co-express Oct4/OCT4 and Gata6 [16],
GATA4 [82], and SOX17 [89]. Deng et al., performed RNA-seq on individual cells from
mouse embryo at the blastocyst stage [53]. Subset of these cells were classified as ICM or
TE by unsupervised clustering of gene expression pattern by Blakeley et al. [89].
However, ICM cells were not further classified as EPI and PrE cells. We performed
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single-cell RNA-seq on D12 cHypoSCs and compared this data with the reported mouse
blastocyst data, despite the species difference, to identify the in vivo equivalent of the
developmental stage of cHypoSCs. Genes from the two data sets of mouse blastocyst and
rat D12 cells were linked using orthologous Ensembl identifiers of genes. The batchdependent effects were removed using the ComBat algorithm [71]. The genes low
expressed in all samples were removed. Then, unsupervised hierarchical clustering was
performed on the log2 normalized FPKM. Without batch correction, the datasets from
each species clustered separately (Figure 5.3). Batch correction removed the systematic
bias between the two datasets. After batch correction the cHypoSCs, mouse ICM cells
and TE cells formed separate groups (Figure 5.4). D12 cells co-clustered with the ICM
cells rather than with the TE cells, suggesting that cHypoSC cells have in vivo
counterparts in the ICM.

5.2.4. CHYPOSCS RESEMBLE E3.5 MOUSE PRIMITIVE ENDODERM
To further define the equivalent developmental state of cHypoSC in embryo
development, we employed single-cell microarray data reported on cells derived from
E3.25, E3.5, and E4.5 mouse embryo [1, 72]. In these studies E3.5 and E4.5 cells were
classified into EPI or PrE, while E3.25 cells were grouped as ICM [1, 72]. The
transcriptome microarray data described in Figure 5.2, the data from the studies of
Ohnishi et al., and Kurimoto et al., [1, 72], mESCs, mXEN cells, and cXEN cells [43],
were combined and subjected to batch correction to remove system-dependent effects
[71]. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was performed on these data. Again without
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batch correction datasets from different sources form separate clusters (Figure 5.5). After
batch correction, the cells of similar transcriptome profile, even from different sources,
mostly clustered together (Figure 5.6). E4.5 cells were clustered separately from E3.25
ICM, E3.5 EPI, and most E3.5 PrE cells. All cHypoSC transitioning cells except D7
(feeder) clustered together with mXEN, cXEN, rMAPC, and most rHypoSC cell lines.
They also clustered with the majority of E3.5 PrE cells (14 of 22) to form the early PrE
cluster as indicated by a blue line in Figure 6b. None of E3.5 EPI, E3.25 ICM, and E4.5
cells fell into this cluster. In contrast, mESCs and rESCs formed the early EPI cluster
with most of E3.5 EPI cells (Figure 5.6, red line). D7 (feeder) also fell into this cluster.
The early PrE cluster (Figure 5.6, blue line) and early EPI cluster (Figure 5.6, red
line) were then each compared to the cells not included in the respective cluster to
identify the differentially expressed genes using significance analysis of microarrays
(SAM) [73]. Some of the differentially expressed genes that characterize PrE, EPI, and
TE (listed in Table 5.2) are shown as a heat map in Figure 5.6. Genes differentially
expressed in the early PrE cluster and early EPI cluster were marked by blue and red
triangles respectively. The direction of the triangle indicated up or down-regulation
compared to the rest of the cell samples. Many PrE-associated genes (Lama1, Serpinh1,
Sparc, Bmp6, Col4a1, Creb3l2, Sox17, Gata4, Pdgfra, and Gata6) and a few EPIassociated genes were higher expressed in the early PrE cluster. EPI-associated genes
(Fgf4, Klf2, Msc, Etv5, Bmp4, and Sox2) were significantly higher expressed while
several PrE-related genes (Lama1, Serpinh1, Bmp6, Col4a1, Creb3l2, Sox17, Gata4,
Pdgfra, and Gata6) were less expressed in the early EPI cluster. This cross-species meta70

analysis of transcriptome clearly placed cHypoSC together with E3.5 PrE cells, mXEN
cells and cXEN cells.
The comparison was performed using batch corrected data across two species. To
verify the differential expression call, we compared the transcript levels of PrE, EPI, and
TE-associated genes between cHypoSCs and rESCs, and between mXEN or cXEN cells
and mESCs using a criterion of fold change > 2 with p-value < 0.1. Most PrE-related
genes were consistently more highly expressed in cHypoSCs/mXEN cells/cXEN cells,
while most differentially expressed EPI-related genes and a TE-related gene (Cldn4)
were consistently less expressed in cHypoSCs/mXEN cells/cXEN cells (Figures 5.7 and
5.8).

5.2.5. REVERSAL OF CELLS IN TANSIT TO THE ESC STATE
A rESC line with a GFP reporter driven by the mouse Nanog promoter were
cultured in rMAPC medium to induce transition to HypoSCs. As the culture time
proceeded, GFP- cells began to emerge. Pure subpopulations of GFP+ and GFP- cells
were sorted on D4 and D8 using well-separated gates. On D4 and D8, 49.5% GFP+/10.7%
GFP- and 16.3% GFP+/70.6% GFP- (n=3), respectively, were recovered (Figure 5.10) and
replated under feeder-dependent rESC culture conditions. The capability of each
population to return to a Nanog-GFP+ ESC state was assessed by counting the number of
GFP+ colonies with rESC morphology on D7 (Figure 5.11). 8.1%, 7.2% and 11.0%,
respectively, of D4 GFP+, D4 GFP- and D8 GFP+ formed GFP+ colonies, while only 0.6%
of D8 GFP- cells formed GFP+ ESC-like colonies (Figure 5.12). As a comparison, GFP+
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rESCs were also plated under the same culture conditions, and 30% of plated cells
formed GFP+ colonies (Figure 5.12).
The transcript level of pluripotency- and PrE-marker genes in GFP+ and GFPcells from D4 and D8 were measured (Figure 5.13). The transcript level of Oct4
decreased somewhat soon after cells were exposed to rMAPC culture conditions and but
was similar in D4 and D8 cells regardless whether they were GFP+ or GFP-. Transcript
levels of Nanog and Sox2 were similar to Oct4 levels, except in D8 GFP- cells, where
they were significantly lower than Oct4 levels. Thus, even in D4 GFP- cells transcript
levels of Nanog were similar to those in GFP+ cells. One possibility is that the expression
of GFP gene driven from a mouse Nanog promoter, instead of rat promoter explains the
difference between the levels of the GFP positivity and the endogenous Nanog transcript
level. Alternatively, it is well known that the stability of the GFP for fluorescent reporter
might differ from that of the transcript levels of transcription factors [92-95], which
would also explain the differences in GFP positivity vs. Nanog transcript levels. In D8
GFP- cells, transcript levels of Nanog and Sox2 were both decreased as expected.
Gata6, Gata4, Sox17, Sox7, and Pdgfra were all expressed at low levels in D0
cells and GFP+ cells of both D4 and D8, with about 10-cycles (or 1000 time) difference
from the control transcript of Gapdh. As they became HypoSCs, the transcript levels of
Gata6, Gata4, Sox17, Sox7, and Pdgfra in D4 and D8 GFP- cells all increased to about 5cycles difference from Gapdh. Thus, except for D4 GFP- cells, subpopulations that
expressed high levels of Nanog and Sox2 expressed low levels of PrE genes, and vice
versa. Of note, in D4 GFP- cells, transcript levels of Nanog and Sox2 as well as PrE genes
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were all high, suggesting an intermediate cell type that expressed Nanog and Sox2
transcripts but also expressed the PrE-associated genes. In the mass cytometry analysis,
1%,

of

D4

cells

co-expressed

OCT4/NANOG/SOX2

and

all

PrE

genes

(GATA4/GATA6/SOX7/SOX17/PDGFRA) (Figure 4.12b, black arrows), which
disappeared by D8.
Using methylation qRT-PCR, we determined the amount of methylation on high
CpG region in the upstream of Sox2 (57 bp-224 bp upstream from transcription start site).
D8 GFP- cells had 86% of methylation on this site, while all other populations (D0
(ESCs), D4 GFP-, D4 GFP+, and D8 GFP+) had about 50% methylation (Figure 5.14). In
the above reversal experiment, D8 GFP- had much lower frequency to revert back to an
ESC state than other populations. Transcript levels of Nanog and Sox2 were much lower
in D8 GFP- compared to other populations. These results suggest that distinct epigenetic
status and transcript levels of pluripotency genes appear important for the cells to revert
back to an ESC state.

5.3. DISCUSSION
Using a meta-analysis of transcriptome studies we identified the in vivo
equivalent developmental stage of cHypoSC (Figure 5.6). As no data is available on the
earliest steps of embryonal development in the rat, we used transcriptome data from
mouse embryonal development and mouse stem cells. Single cell transcriptome analysis
of cHypoSCs classified the cells closer to ICM than TE. When we compared the
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transcriptome of mXEN/cXEN cells, cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and rMAPCs with that of
mESCs, and E3.5 ICM cells, E4.5 EPI, and E4.5 PrE from mouse embryo blastocysts
[30], we found that mXEN/cXEN cells, cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and rMAPCs clustered
with mouse E3.5 PrE cells (Figure 5.6) but not with E3.5 EPI or E4.5 cells. Of note,
mXEN cXEN, cHypoSC, rHypoSC, rHypoSC and rMAPC were all clustered together,
suggesting that all these cells represent the similar developmental stage. Although
pluripotency genes are not expressed in mXEN and cXEN cells, their genome wide
transcriptomes were closer to PrE cells in an E3.5 blastocyst rather than in an E4.5
blastocyst which PrE is known to be more committed [15]. In addition, mESC and rECS
clustered with E3.5 EPI, even though previous transcriptome studies demonstrated that
mESCs are more similar to E4.5 EPI than to E3.5 ICM cells [30]. However, in this study
[30], E3.5 ICM cells were not sub-categorized into PrE and EPI, which may explain the
different results in clustering. It is well known that in the ICM PrE- and EPI-fated cells
are interspersed in “salt-and-pepper” manner at E3.5 [15, 16], and become more
committed by E4.5 [15]. Our data suggests that cHypoSCs represent the in vitro of the in
vivo PrE-fated cells in an E3.5 ICM stage embryo, while rESCs represent the in vitro
counterpart of in vivo EPI-fated cells in an E3.5 embryo. Hence, the conversion from
rESCs to cHypoSCs may represent the transition from EPI to PrE cells within an E3.5
stage rather than the PrE specification from the ICM. This may explain the expression
changes observed in the mass cytometry experiment that are different from the PrE
specification in the ICM.
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Although the meta-analysis of transcriptome demonstrated that difference
between XEN cells and cHypoSCs/rHypoSCs/rMAPCs is not sufficiently distinct to bar
them from clustering together with E3.5 PrE cells, they exhibit different differentiation
capacity. XEN cell differentiation has been reported to be limited to extraembryonic
endoderm lineages, specifically parietal endoderm in vivo and visceral endoderm in vitro
[11, 37-39]. By contrast, as discussed in Chapter 4, cHypoSC (Figures 4.13 and 4.14),
rHypoSCs and rMAPCs [5, 44, 45], gave rise not only to extraembryonic endoderm
lineage in vivo, but also to cells with hepatocyte and mesoderm features in vitro. Thus,
despite their similarity in genome wide transcriptome, cHypoSCs/rHypoSCs/rMAPCs are
less mature than XEN cells.
A less restricted differentiation capacity of cHypoSCs/rHypoSCs/rMAPCs has
also been described for in vivo nascent PrE [82]. PrE precursors within ICM during early
blastocyst development exhibited less restricted developmental plasticity than EPI
precursors isolated from the same stage, and this plasticity of PrE precursors was
correlated with expression of OCT4 [82]. However, little is known about the mechanisms
underlying of the greater plasticity of PrE than EPI precursors in vivo. It is interesting to
note that Nanog-GFP ESC differentiation assays identified a population expressing high
levels of Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, Gata6, Gata4, Sox17, and Pdgfra (Figure 5.13). This
transcript profile of the Nanog expressing GFP- cells is similar to rare subset of PrE-fated
cells in mouse embryos that PDGFRA is co-expressed with NANOG/GATA6, with
NANOG/GATA4 [84] or with SOX17 [87] before 64 cell stage. We found that these
Nanog expressing cells had much greater potential to revert to an ESC state than Nanog
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low cells, that were presumably in a later developmental stage (Figures 5.10-5.12).
Whether such Nanog expressing cells are the equivalent of the PrE precursors within the
ICM during early blastocyst development that exhibit less restricted developmental
plasticity than EPI precursors, is not known, but the dynamic culture system described
here to derive cHypoSCs from rESCs may be highly useful to further discriminate these
developing PrE precursor cells.
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5.4. FIGURES
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Figure 5.1. Transcriptome Analysis of Converting rESCs into HypoSC-like Cells.
a-d) Normalized intensity of PrE- (a), parietal endoderm- (b), visceral endoderm- (c), and pluripotencyassociated genes (d) detected by Affymetrix microarray. Black and blue represent expression change from
rESCs grown in feeder-free and feeder-dependent culture, respectively.
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Figure 5.2. Comparison of Transcriptomes of rESCs Transitioning to cHypoSCs with rHypoSCs and rMAPCs
Transcriptomes of rESCs in feeder-free and feeder-dependent condition transitioning to cHypoSCs were
compared with those of rHypoSCs and rMAPCs. Transcriptome data for rHypoSC lines (Fi1, Fi2, and Wk8 cell
lines) and rMAPC lines (rMAPC-1, 3C3, and CL19 cell lines) were obtained from GSE29114 [5]. The feederdependent and feeder-free conditions of rESCs used for derivation of cHypoSCs were indicated in parentheses.
Hierarchical clustering showed that D17 and D32 from both feeder-free and feeder-dependent rESCs were
similar to rMAPCs and rHypoSCs. Only D7 (feeder) was clustered with rESCs. Expression of PrE-, parietal
endoderm-, visceral endoderm, and pluripotency-associated genes were shown with heat map. Colors represent
log2 intensity normalized to median intensity. Expression of these genes in D17 (feeder and feeder-free), D32
(feeder and feeder-free), and D7 (feeder-free) was similar to that in rMAPCs and rHypoSCs.
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Unsupervised clustering of single-cell RNA-seq of cHypoSCs (D12) (black) and mouse inner cell mass (ICM) (red) and trophectoderm (TE) cells (blue) without batch
correction. Data for mouse ICM and TE cells were obtained from GSE45719 [53]. Each datasets were separately clustered without batch correction.

Figure 5.3. Meta-analysis of Transcriptomes of cHypoSCs and Mouse in vivo Cells from Blastocysts without Batch Correction.
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Unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis of D12 cHypoSCs (black) and mouse blastocyst single-cell RNA-seq transcriptomes [53] that were classified into
trophectoderm (TE) (blue) and inner cell mass (ICM) (red) [89]. The clustering showed that cHypoSCs resemble ICM cells compared to TE cells.

Figure 5.4. Meta-analysis of Transcriptomes of cHypoSCs and Mouse in vivo Cells from Blastocysts after Batch Correction.
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Source of each dataset was shown in the figure. Each dataset was separately clustered without batch correction.

Figure 5.5. Unsupervised Clustering of Microarray of rESCs, cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, rMAPCs, mESCs, mXEN/cXEN Cells, and Mouse in vivo Cells from E3.25, E3.5
and E4.5 Stages without Batch Correction.
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Unsupervised hierarchical clustering on microarray data of mESCs, mXEN/cXEN cells [43], rMAPCs, rHypoSCs [5], rESCs, cHypoSCs, mouse E3.25 ICM cells, E3.5
EPI/PrE cells, and E4.5 EPI/PrE cells [1, 72] (see Supplementary Table S3 for list of samples for transcriptomic analysis). The two clusters with high similarity to early
EPI cells and early PrE cells were marked with a red line and a blue line respectively. Differentially expressed genes were identified between one of the two clusters and
all other samples not in the cluster. Of these genes, expression of PrE-, EPI-, and TE-associated genes (see Supplementary Table S2 for selection of the genes with the
references) in each sample were shown as a heat map. Log2 intensity normalized to median intensity of the genes was represented with colors. The genes which were

Figure 5.6. Meta-analysis of Microarray Transcriptomes of rESCs, cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, rMAPCs, mESCs, mXEN/cXEN Cells, and Mouse in vivo Cells from E3.25,
E3.5 and E4.5 Stages after Batch Correction.
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differentially expressed in early PrE cluster were marked with blue triangles with the direction of the triangle indicating up or down regulation in the cluster. Similarly,
the differentially expressed genes in early EPI cluster were labelled with red triangles.on.

Figure 5.7. Expression level of differentially expressed genes in early PrE cluster (Figure 5.6, blue line) and early
EPI cluster (Figure 5.6, red line) in cHypoSCs and rESCs.
Lama1, Serpinh1, Sparc, Col4a1, Creb3l2, Sox17, Gata4, Pdgfra, and Gata6 were previously reported as E3.5 PrE
markers, and Fgf4, Sox2, and Cldn4 were previously reported as E3.5 EPI markers in the study with
comparison of transcriptomes between E3.5 PrE and E3.5 EPI cells [1].
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Figure 5.8. Expression level of differentially expressed genes in early PrE cluster (Figure 5.6, blue line) and early
EPI cluster (Figure 5.6, red line) in mXEN/cXEN cells and mESCs. E3.5 PrE markers and E3.5 EPI markers
reported in Ohnishi et al. [1] were labeled as same as Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.9. Expression level of pluripotency-associated genes in cHypoSCs, mXEN cells, rHypoSCs, rMAPCs,
and rESCs. These genes were highly expressed in both cHypoSCs and rESCs, but low in mXEN cells.
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Figure 5.10. Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) of GFP+ and GFP- Cells from rESCs, D4, and D8 Cells.
(continued on the next page)
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Figure 5.10. Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) of GFP+ and GFP- Cells from rESCs, D4, and D8 Cells.
Gating was selected based on rESCs untransfected with mouse Nanog reporter lentivirus and rESCs that were
transfected with the lentivirus and selected with zeocin. Dead cells were excluded using 7-aminoactinomycin D
(7-AAD) staining. For qRT-PCR experiment shown in Figure 5.13, three independent sorting experiments were
performed and shown as #1, #2, and #3.
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Figure 5.11. Reversion of the Cells back to the Pluripotent State.
GFP+ colonies with rESC morphology after 7 days under rESC feeder-dependent culture condition of GFP- cells
from mouse Nanog promoter-driven GFP rESCs subjected to MAPC medium treatment for 4 days. Scale bars:
100 µm.

Figure 5.12. The percentages to form GFP+ colonies after 7 days under rESC feeder-dependent culture
condition.
ESC GFP+ (n=12), day 4 GFP+ (n=24), day 4 GFP- (n=36), day 8 GFP+ (n=24), day 8 GFP- (n=24).
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Figure 5.13. Transcript Levels of Pluripotency and PrE Markers in Sorted Populations.
Transcript levels of Oct4, Nanog, Sox2, Gata6, Gata4, Sox17, Sox7, and Pdgfra were measured by qRT-PCR and
represented by log2 mRNA levels relative to Gapdh, for each sample indicated. (n=3).

Figure 5.14. Methylation Amount in Sorted Populations.
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5.5. TABLES
Table 5.1. List of Analyzed Transcriptome Data from Publications
Source

Sample name in
this article

Description

Data accession

lb1.5 (ICM)

GSM1112678

lb1.10 (ICM)

GSM1112664

lb1.11 (ICM)

Inner cell mass classifed

GSM1112665

lb1.24 (ICM)

mouse late blastocyst cell

GSM1112674

lb1.27 (ICM)

GSM1112676

lb2.1 (ICM)

GSM1112683

lb1.6 (TE)

GSM1112679

Deng et al.

lb1.13 (TE)

GSM1112666

(2014)

lb1.14 (TE)

GSM1112667

Science,

lb1.16 (TE)

GSM1112668

343(6167):

lb1.19 (TE)

GSM1112669

p. 193-6.

lb1.20 (TE)
lb1.21 (TE)

Accession

Type of

series

data

GSE45719

RNA-seq

GSM1112671
Trophectoderm classified
mouse late blastocst cell

GSM1112672

lb1.23 (TE)

GSM1112673

lb1.26 (TE)

GSM1112675

lb2.2 (TE)

GSM1112688

lb2.3 (TE)

GSM1112689

lb2.7 (TE)

GSM1112691

lb2.8 (TE)

GSM1112692
GSM942978,

mESC

Mouse embryonic stem cells

Cho et al.

GSM942980

(2012)
Developme
nt, 139(16):

cXEN

XEN cells derived from
mouse embryonic stem cells

p. 2866-77.
mXEN
Lo Nigro et

Biol, 4(6):
p. 423-6.

GSM942982,

Illumina
GSE38477

mouse blastocysts

GSM942985

mouse
microarray

GSM942983
GSM942984,

GSM721050,
GSM721057
Rat hypoblast stem cells

Fi2 (rHypoSC)

GSM942981,

XEN cells derived from

Fi1 (rHypoSC)

al. (2012) J
Mol Cell

GSM942979,

derived from rat blastocysts

Wk8 (rHypoSC)

GSM721051,
GSM721058
GSM721052,
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GSE29114

Agilent rat
microarray

GSM721059
GSM721055,

rMAPC-1 (rMAPC)

GSM721062
Rat multipotent adult

3C3 (rMAPC)

progenitor cells derived from
rat bone marrow

al. (2014)
Nat Cell
Biol, 16(1):
p. 27-37.

GSM721061
GSM721053,

CL19 (rMAPC)

Ohnishi et

GSM721054,

GSM721060

ICM 1.1 (E3.25)

3_C32_IN

ICM 1.2 (E3.25)

1_C32_IN

ICM 1.3 (E3.25)

7_C32_IN

ICM 1.4 (E3.25)

10_C32_IN

ICM 1.5 (E3.25)

13_C33_IN

ICM 1.6 (E3.25)

15_C33_IN

ICM 1.7 (E3.25)

14_C33_IN

ICM 1.8 (E3.25)

12_C33_IN

ICM 1.9 (E3.25)

16_C33_IN

ICM 1.10 (E3.25)

8_C32_IN

ICM 1.11 (E3.25)

6_C32_IN

ICM 1.12 (E3.25)

5_C32_IN

ICM 1.13 (E3.25)

11_C32_IN

ICM 1.14 (E3.25)

4_C32_IN

ICM 1.15 (E3.25)

Inner cell mass classified cell

2_C32_IN

E-MTAB-

ICM 1.16 (E3.25)

from mouse E3.25 blastocyst

9_C32_IN

1681

ICM 1.17 (E3.25)

26_C41_IN

ICM 1.18 (E3.25)

23_C41_IN

ICM 1.19 (E3.25)

24_C41_IN

ICM 1.20 (E3.25)

25_C41_IN

ICM 1.21 (E3.25)

35_C50_IN

ICM 1.22 (E3.25)

17_C33_IN

ICM 1.23 (E3.25)

30_C49_IN

ICM 1.24 (E3.25)

18_C34_IN

ICM 1.25 (E3.25)

22_C34_IN

ICM 1.26 (E3.25)

28_C49_IN

ICM 1.27 (E3.25)

27_C49_IN

ICM 1.28 (E3.25)

29_C49_IN

ICM 1.29 (E3.25)

19_C34_IN

ICM 1.30 (E3.25)

21_C34_IN
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Affymetrix
mouse
microarray

ICM 1.31 (E3.25)

20_C34_IN

ICM 1.32 (E3.25)

34_C50_IN

ICM 1.33 (E3.25)

36_C50_IN

ICM 1.34 (E3.25)

32_C50_IN

ICM 1.35 (E3.25)

31_C50_IN

ICM 1.36 (E3.25)

33_C50_IN

EPI 1.1 (E3.5)

47_C75_EPI

EPI 1.2 (E3.5)

46_C75_EPI

EPI 1.3 (E3.5)

48_C75_EPI

EPI 1.4 (E3.5)

44_C75_EPI

EPI 1.5 (E3.5)
EPI 1.6 (E3.5)

56_C91_EPI
Epibast classified cell from
mouse E3.5 blastocyst

EPI 1.7 (E3.5)

42_C62_EPI

EPI 1.8 (E3.5)

40_C62_EPI

EPI 1.9 (E3.5)

39_C62_EPI

EPI 1.10 (E3.5)

45_C75_EPI

EPI 1.11 (E3.5)

55_C91_EPI

PrE 1.1 (E3.5)

54_C91_PE

PrE 1.2 (E3.5)

43_C75_PE

PrE 1.3 (E3.5)

37_C62_PE

PrE 1.4 (E3.5)

41_C62_PE

PrE 1.5 (E3.5)

Primitive endoderm

38_C62_PE

PrE 1.6 (E3.5)

classified cell from mouse

58_C91_PE

PrE 1.7 (E3.5)

E3.5 blastocyst

53_C91_PE

PrE 1.8 (E3.5)

50_C75_PE

PrE 1.9 (E3.5)

52_C91_PE

PrE 1.10 (E3.5)

51_C91_PE

PrE 1.11 (E3.5)

49_C75_PE

EPI 1.1 (E4.5)

64_C207_EPI

EPI 1.2 (E4.5)

Epibast classified cell from

60_C207_EPI

EPI 1.3 (E4.5)

mouse E4.5 blastocyst

63_C207_EPI

EPI 1.4 (E4.5)

62_C207_EPI

PrE 1.1 (E4.5)
PrE 1.2 (E4.5)
PrE 1.3 (E4.5)

61_C207_PE
Primitive endoderm
classified cell from mouse
E4.5 blastocyst

PrE 1.4 (E4.5)
Kurimoto et

57_C91_EPI

EPI 2.1 (E3.5)

66_C207_PE
65_C207_PE
59_C207_PE

Epibast classified cell from
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GSM98556

GSE4309

Affymetrix

al. (2006)

EPI 2.2 (E3.5)

Nucleic

mouse E3.5 blastocyst

GSM98560

mouse

EPI 2.3 (E3.5)

GSM98566

microarray

Acids Res,

EPI 2.4 (E3.5)

GSM98554

34(5): p.

EPI 2.5 (E3.5)

GSM98565

e42.

EPI 2.6 (E3.5)

GSM98561

EPI 2.7 (E3.5)

GSM98549

EPI 2.8 (E3.5)

GSM98548

EPI 2.9 (E3.5)

GSM98559

PrE 2.1 (E3.5)

GSM98563

PrE 2.2 (E3.5)

GSM98552

PrE 2.3 (E3.5)

GSM98550

PrE 2.4 (E3.5)

GSM98557

PrE 2.5 (E3.5)

Primitive endoderm

GSM98553

PrE 2.6 (E3.5)

classified cell from mouse

GSM98564

PrE 2.7 (E3.5)

E3.5 blastocyst

GSM98562

PrE 2.8 (E3.5)

GSM98558

PrE 2.9 (E3.5)

GSM98555

PrE 2.10 (E3.5)

GSM98551

PrE 2.11 (E3.5)

GSM98567

Table 5.2. The List of Genes Associated with PrE, EPI, and TE.
Gene symbol

Lineage

References

Creb3l2

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Dab2

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Fgfr2

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Gata4

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65., Boroviak et al. (2014) Nat Cell Biol,
16(6): p. 516-28.

Gata6

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65., Boroviak et al. (2014) Nat Cell Biol,
16(6): p. 516-28.

Hnf4a

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.
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Msx2

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Pdgfra

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65., Boroviak et al. (2014) Nat Cell Biol,
16(6): p. 516-28.

Runx1

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Snai1

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Sox17

Primitive endoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65., Boroviak et al. (2014) Nat Cell Biol,
16(6): p. 516-28.

Sparc

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Col4a1

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Serpinh1

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Gpt2

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Marcks

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

P4ha1

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Cachd1

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Cdh2

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Lama1

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Foxa2

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Bmp6

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Col18a1

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Rspo3

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Ctse

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Frzb

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Gna13

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Camk2d

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Map2k6

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Pik3r1

Primitive endoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.
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Sox7

Primitive endoderm

Boroviak et al. (2014) Nat Cell Biol, 16(6): p. 516-28.

Msc

Epiblast

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Nanog

Epiblast

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Pou5f1

Epiblast

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Sox2

Epiblast

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Klf2

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Klf4

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Gdf3

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Etv5

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Esrrb

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Bmp4

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Zscan10

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Hesx1

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Fgf4

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Etv4

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Lefty2

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Nodal

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Spz1

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Zic3

Epiblast

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Atp12a

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Cdx2

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65., Boroviak et al. (2014) Nat Cell Biol,
16(6): p. 516-28.

Cebpa

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Gata3

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
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Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.
Grhl2

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Hand1

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Id2

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Krt8

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85., Blakeley et al. (2015)
Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65., Boroviak et al. (2014) Nat Cell Biol,
16(6): p. 516-28.

Mbnl3

Trophectoderm

Guo et al. (2010) Dev Cell, 18(4): p. 675-85.

Elf5

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Cldn4

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Cldn7

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Tmem54

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Folr1

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Tagln2

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Efna1

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Slc2a3

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Cldn10

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Fhl2

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Gata2

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Hip1

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Plac8

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Pparg

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.

Tipin

Trophectoderm

Blakeley et al. (2015) Development, 142(18): p. 3151-65.
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Chapter 6. Exploration of in vitro
Derived Human Primitive Endoderm
Cells
6.1. INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter, we have shown that rESCs were capable of differentiation
into cHypoSCs. cHypoSCs were highly similar as other nascent PrE cell lines, such as
rHypoSCs and rMAPCs, in terms of their gene expression signatures and differentiation
capacity. This type of nascent PrE cells may have advantages over pluripotent stem cells
for therapeutic application. Due to pluripotency, pluripotent stem cells result in formation
of teratoma upon injection of the cells into mouse [26]. cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and
rMAPCs do not form teratoma, and are still capable of differentiation toward multiple
lineages including hepatic cells, mesoderm, and extraembryonic endoderm [5]. Hence,
cHypoSCs, rHypoSCs, and rMAPCs may overcome risk of tumor of pluripotent stem
cells. Derivation of human PrE representing cell lines will allow for exploration of these
cells for regenerative medicine applications.
For ethical and practical reasons, human embryos are much less available for
research compared to mouse or rat embryos. Hence, development of human embryo is
much less understood than that of mouse and rat embryo. In contrast to rat and mouse,
human in vitro equivalent of PrE cells have not been isolated yet. Recently, transcriptome
data with single-cell RNA-seq for human embryonic cells were reported [89, 90]. RNAseq was performed on cells in embryos of different developmental stage. Then, cells at
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blastocyst stage were designated as EPI or PrE based on their transcriptome profile [89].
mESCs and rESCs resemble each other, and both of them are capable of
differentiating toward PrE lineage [43]. They were both isolated from the ICM of preimplantation embryo [7-9]. Properties of mESCs and rESCs resemble epiblast of preimplantation stage [26]. Pluripotent stem cells were also derived from epiblast of postimplantation stage of mouse and rat embryos, and these pluripotent stem cells were
termed epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs) [31]. EpiSCs have more mature features than ESCs.
Hence, pluripotent state of mESCs and rESCs was designated as a “naïve” pluripotent
state, while that of EpiSCs was designated as a “primed” pluripotent state [33].
hESCs resemble mouse and rat EpiSCs instead of mESCs and rESCs, although they
were also derived from pre-implantation embryo [26]. Pluripotent state of hESCs is also
primed pluripotent [26]. In the study of conversion of mESCs to XEN cells, mouse
EpiSCs (mEpiSCs) failed to differentiate into XEN cells, unlike mESCs [43]. This
suggests that primed mouse pluripotent stem cells are not capable of differentiating into
PrE or extraembryonic endoderm lineage. Primed pluripotent hESCs may have limited
ability to differentiate into PrE, similarly to mEpiSCs.
Conventional hESCs with primed pluripotent state can be converted to a naïve
pluripotent state that is similar to mESCs. When ectopic expression of Oct4, Klf4, and
Klf2 was induced in hESCs under the culture condition with LIF and inhibitors of
GSK3β and ERK1/2 pathway (termed “2i”), hESCs were converted into pluripotent stem
cells with properties of naïve pluripotent mESCs [35]. More recently, primed pluripotent
hESCs were also converted to naïve pluripotent hESCs without gene manipulation under
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the culture condition supplemented with LIF, 2i, TGFβ1, FGF2, and inhibitors of JNK
and p38 [36].
In this chapter, I examined the in vitro derivation of human PrE cells from hESCs.
As described in the preceding section, there is still insufficient information about human
PrE cells and differentiation of hESCs toward PrE. To explore the derivation of such a
cell type, following assumptions have been made: (1) hESCs and human in vitro PrE
cells would resemble human in vivo EPI cells and in vivo PrE cells, similarly to mouse
and rat system (Chapter 5); (2) if hESCs are converted to naïve pluripotent hESCs, they
would have differentiation capacity toward PrE cells, similarly to mESCs and rESCs.
Here, I have identified the culture conditions to differentiate naïve pluripotent hESCs to
PrE through regulator analysis on transcriptomic data of human embryos. Differentiation
of hESCs to PrE was confirmed by marker expression.

6.2. RESULTS
6.2.1. GLOBAL TRANSCRIPTOMES OF CELLS OF MOUSE AND HUMAN EMBRYOS ARE
SIMILAR TO EACH OTHER
Two studies have reported single-cell RNA-seq data of mouse and human embryos
at different developmental stages was reported [53, 90]. In the mouse dataset, single cells
from zygote stage to late blastocyst stage were used, and mouse liver and fibroblast were
also included with the objective to validate sequencing in the study. In human dataset,
single cells from oocyte stage to late blastocyst and those from hESCs were used. The
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number of samples and their embryonic stages in the datasets were described in Table 6.1.
To compare the two datasets, we combined these two datasets by linking genes with
orthologous Ensembl identifiers. Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on
the log2 FPKM intensities (Figure 6.1). The cells from same developmental stages in each
species tended to cluster together. However, human and mouse samples were separated in
two groups. Furthermore, human late blastocysts were even closer to mouse liver and
mouse fibroblast than mouse blastocysts. This result indicates that systematic errors in
human and mouse embryo data render them not comparable to each other without any
further treatment.
Next, the batch dependent effects of the combined datasets were removed using
ComBat algorithm [71]. PCA on log2 of batch corrected data resulted in human and
mouse cells of equivalent developmental stage clustering together (Figure 6.2). The cells
from early developmental stages, such as human oocyte, and mouse/human zygote and 2cell, formed a cluster together. Blastocysts from human and mouse were also closely
clustered. Mouse liver and fibroblast were not close to any of cells from human and
mouse embryos. Hence, these results indicate that the transcriptomes of human and
mouse in vivo cells at the equivalent developmental stages resembled each other.
As seen in PCA on the transcriptomes of embryo cells in human and mouse, human
and mouse embryo cells resembled each other despite difference of the species. Hence,
based on the resemblance of embryos of the two species, we assumed that mouse EPI and
PrE cells would resemble human EPI and PrE cells, respectively. In the previous chapter,
we have shown that mESCs/rESCs and in vitro PrE cell lines resemble mouse in vivo EPI
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and PrE cells of blastocysts, respectively. Based on our assumption, hESCs would
resemble human EPI cells, and potential human in vitro PrE cell lines would resemble
human in vivo PrE cells. Then, comparison between human in vivo EPI and PrE cells
would be similar to that between human in vitro EPI and PrE cells.

6.2.2. DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES IN HUMAN IN VIVO PRE CELLS COMPARED
TO HUMAN IN VIVO EPI CELLS WERE IDENTIFIED

I next compared gene expression in human in vivo PrE cells and human in vivo EPI
cells. Blakeley et al. reported additional single-cell RNA-seq data for human blastocysts
[89]. In their report, they combined their dataset with the previous human blastocysts
transcriptomes from Yan et al., and classified each cell into PrE and EPI cells based on
marker expression and clustering analysis. We used these two datasets for human PrE and
EPI cells for comparison. 8 PrE cells and 14 EPI cells in total were used. Significance
analysis of microarrays (SAM) was applied to identify differentially expressed genes
between the PrE and EPI cells. Between the two groups of cells (PrE group vs. EPI
group), 442 genes (352 up-regulated genes and 90 down-regulated genes) were called as
differentially expressed genes using a criterion, delta > 0.5 (Table 6.2). Of these genes,
PrE-associated genes, such as PDGFRA, GATA4, GATA6, and SOX17, were up-regulated
in PrE group, while pluripotency-associated genes including NANOG, GDF3, DNMT3L,
DPPA5, SOX2, and POU5F1 were downregulated.
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6.2.3. REGULATORS OF IDENTIFIED DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES IN HUMAN IN
VIVO PRE CELLS WERE PREDICTED

To predict regulators of these identified differentially expressed genes, upstream
regulator analysis was performed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). Upstream
regulator analysis predicts regulators that activate up-regulated genes or that repress
down-regulated genes based on known interactions from literature.

Transcriptional

regulators, chemicals, cytokines, and enzymes were identified for upstream regulators.
Statistical significance was calculated for each regulator that activates or represses the
uploaded genes to represent consistency between known regulations (activation or
repression) and gene expression change (increase or decrease). The statistical
significance was represented with activation z-score. From above 442 differentially
expressed genes (352 up-regulated genes and 39 down-regulated genes) in PrE cells
compared to EPI cells, upstream regulator analysis identified 77 regulators as listed in
Table 6.3 along with their activation z-scores and p-values of overlap. The regulator with
a positive activation z-score is predicted to activate up-regulated genes and repress downregulated genes in the presence of the regulator. Conversely, one with a negative
activation z-score is predicted to activate up-regulated genes and repress down-regulated
genes upon inhibition of the regulator.
I next identified chemicals, cytokines, and growth factors from these identified
regulators with positive activation z-score that can be supplemented to the medium to
induce hESCs to PrE cells. These chemicals, cytokines, and growth factors include
forskolin, lipopolysaccharide, EGF, TGFB1, dexamethasone, hydrogen peroxide,
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VEGFA,

bleomycin,

TNFSF11,

dihydrotestosterone,

decitabine,

5’-N-

ethylcarboxamidoadenosine, bisphenol A, PDGF, FGF10, BMP2, homocysteine,
vorinostat, EDN1, TGFB2, OSM, insulin, tunicamycin, BMP4, and GH1.
The interactions between each of these regulators and the differentially expressed
genes were shown in Figure 6.3a-z. The genes were shown at outer boundary, and each
regulator was at the center in each interaction network. Expression change (up-regulation
and down-regulation) of each gene was represented with color. The regulation between a
regulator and genes were indicated with arrows. Colors of arrows indicate consistency of
regulation relationship between IPA database and input expression change. In other
words, the arrow is orange (or blue) if a gene was up-regulated (down-regulated) and if
the relationship between the gene and the regulator is activation (inhibition). Otherwise,
inconsistent relationships were shown with yellow arrows. As seen in the interaction
networks, most of the regulation relationships between regulators and genes from
interaction database were consistent with the state of gene expression change (Figure 6.3).
These results suggested that these identified regulators (cytokines, chemicals, and growth
factors) were confident to activate the 352 up-regulated genes and inhibit the 39 downregulated genes in in vivo human PrE cells.

6.2.4. NAÏVE HUMAN PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS WERE DERIVED
In a previous study of conversion of mESCs to XEN cells, mEpiSCs failed to be
differentiated to PrE lineage, unlike XEN cells [43]. We hypothesized that human
pluripotent stem cells attain a capacity to differentiate into PrE lineage in their naïve
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pluripotent state. Recently, naïve human pluripotent stem cells have been derived by
growing hESCs with growth factors and small molecules [36]. This culture medium to
convert hESCs to naïve pluripotent stem cells was recently developed as a commercial
medium, RSeT™ medium (STEMCELL Technologies). We have derived naïve-like
human pluripotent stem cells with RSeT™ medium. After conversion to naïve-like
pluripotent state, morphology of the cells was changed to dome-shaped colonies that are
similar as mESCs/rESCs (Figure 6.4).

6.2.5. CULTURE WITH NAÏVE HESCS WITH IDENTIFIED REGULATORS INDUCED CELLS
TO PRE LINEAGE

I next tested differentiation of the naïve human pluripotent stem cells toward PrE
lineage with chemical modulators of the identified regulators described above (Figure 6.3
and Table 6.4). First, naïve hESCs were transferred on Matrigel (Corning) in RSeT™
medium supplemented with bFGF that is often used to replace feeder layer [96, 97]. After
one day in feeder-free culture of naïve hESCs, the medium was supplemented with one of
the chemicals at a sub-toxic level. The toxicity level of each chemical was tested in 2
days cultures of naïve hESCs (Table 6.4). Naïve hESCs were grown as colonies without
these chemicals (Figure 6.5). In the cases of treatment with each of forskolin, 5’-Nethylcarboxamidoadenosine, dexamethasone, and vorinostat, cells proliferated as single
cells with morphology somewhat similar to cHypoSCs derived from rESCs (Figure 6.5).
The key expression feature of HypoSCs is co-expression of Oct4 and PrE markers.
The transcript levels of main PrE markers, Gata6 and Pdgfra, and Oct4 were measured
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after 2 days of culture with each of these chemicals and compared to those in naïve
hESCs without any treatment (Figure 6.6). Oct4 decreased slightly upon a treatment with
each of all the chemicals. Gata6 increased by about 4 fold in most conditions, while
Pdgfra decreased upon the treatment with most of the chemicals. This result indicates
that no significant effect on gene expression profile toward PrE lineage when only one of
these chemicals was present.
Next, we examined differentiation of naive hESCs toward PrE lineage with three
different combinations of the chemicals and selected cytokines listed in Table 6.4: (1)
cytokine cocktails (mixture of all cytokine in Table 6.4), (2) cytokine + chemical
cocktails (mixture of all cytokine and chemical in Table 6.4), and (3) cytokine + selected
chemical cocktails (mixture of all cytokine in Table 6.4 with forskolin, dexamethasone,
5’-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine, and vorinostat). After 6 days of culture, transcript
levels of pluripotency markers (OCT4, SOX2, and NANOG) and PrE markers (GATA6,
PDGFRA, SOX7, SOX17, and GATA4) were determined by qRT-PCR (Figure 6.7). In all
three conditions, OCT4 level decreased slightly by about 4 fold, while all PrE markers
were up-regulated. The expression of GATA6, PDGFRA, and GATA4 increased by about
16 fold or more. Expression of SOX2 decreased about 8 fold, while NANOG expression
was barely affected. This result indicates that naïve-like human pluripotent stem cells
were induced to differentiate toward PrE lineage by cytokines and chemical that were
identified via transcriptomic analysis.
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6.3. DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the potential of hESCs to differentiate into
PrE lineage. So far, human counterpart of mXEN cells, rHypoSCs, or rXEN-P cells has
not been reported yet. Hence, it was challenging to identify a culture condition to induce
PrE differentiation of hESCs. In addition, the differentiation capacity of hESCs toward
PrE lineage has not been established. In this study, naïve human pluripotent stem cells
were directed to differentiate into PrE lineage from human pluripotent stem cells. The
culture conditions that we used were found by transcriptome analysis of human in vivo
PrE cells and EPI cells.
Although the differentiated PrE-like cells had increased transcript levels of key PrE
markers (Figure 6.7), the phenotypes of the cells toned to be characterized further. First,
co-expression of PrE markers and OCT4 will need to be confirmed by
immunofluorescence staining, mass cytometry, and single-cell RNA-seq. Furthremore, it
will be required to examine whether the differentiated cells can stably self-renew. In
addition, differentiation capacity of the PrE-like cells needs to be characterized by a
teratoma assay and by in vitro differentiation.
The protocol used for differentiation toward PrE lineage may not be optimized yet.
In the previous Chapter 5, we have shown that transcriptomes of in vitro EPI and PrE
equivalent cells resemble in vivo EPI and PrE cells in mouse and rat system (Figure 5.6).
In addition, we have shown that mouse in vivo system resembles human in vivo system in
terms of their transcriptomes (Figure 6.2). Based on this observation, we made the
assumption that human in vitro PrE/EPI equivalent cells would have transcriptome
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similar to transcriptome of human in vivo PrE/EPI cells. However, this assumption has
not been completely validated because in vitro human PrE equivalent cells have not been
found yet. Due to the difference between in vivo and in vitro system, our transcriptome
analysis may not reveal the best method to differentiate hESCs to PrE lineage.
The culture condition for differentiation contains 15 cytokines and up to 12
chemical (Table 6.4). This medium was supplemented with much more number of
cytokines than other culture or differentiation medium, so it is expensive. These
cytokines and chemical were identified through upstream regulator analysis on
differentially expressed genes in human PrE cells (Figure 6.3). The effects of these
chemical and cytokines (activation or repression) on some genes may overlap. Medium
composition may be able to be optimized further to reduce the number of supplemented
cytokines and chemical.
In this Chapter, I have demonstrated the potential of differentiation of human
pluripotent stem cells to PrE cells. This will facilitate the derivation of stably selfrenewing human PrE cells, the counterparts of mXEN cells, rHypoSCs, or cHypoSCs.
The study of PrE specification in human system using human embryos is limited due to
ethical reasons. The finding in this Chapter will provide a convenient model to study in
vitro transition of human pluripotent stem cells to PrE cells. Hence, further study using
this model will elucidate the underlying mechanism of cell fate decisions to PrE in vitro
and in vivo in human system.
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6.4. FIGURES

Figure 6.1. PCA Analysis of Single-cell Transcriptomes of Human and Mouse Embryo Cells without Batch
Correction.
Without batch correction, the cells from human clustered separately from those from mouse. This showed that
PCA could not show any similarity between mouse and human samples without batch correction.
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Figure 6.2. PCA Analysis of Single-cell Transcriptomes of Human and Mouse Embryo Cells with Batch
Correction.
After batch correction, the cells of equivalent embryo stages of human and mouse clustered together.
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Figure 6.3 (a-z). Interaction Network between each of Identified Regulators and Differentially Expressed Genes
in Human PrE Cells Compared to Human EPI Cells.
(a) forskolin, (b) lipopolysaccharide, (c) dexamethasone, (d) hydrogen peroxide, (e) bleomycin, (f)
dihydrotestosterone, (g) decitabine, (h) 5’-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine, (i) bisphenol A, (j) homocysteine, (k)
vorinostat, (l) tunicamycin, (m) EGF, (n) TGFB1, (o) TGFB2, (p) VEGFA, (q) TNFSF11, (r) IL5, (s) BMP2, (t)
OSM, (u) GH1, (v) PDGF, (w) FGF10, (x) BMP4, (y) EDN1, and (z) Insulin.

Figure 6.4. Naïve-like Human Pluripotent Stem Cells (left) Converted from Conventional hESCs (right). Scale
bar: 200 µm.

Figure 6.5. Treatment of Naïve-like hESCs with Chemical. Scale bar: 200 µm.
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Figure 6.6. Transcript Levels of OCT4, GATA6, and PDGFRA upon a Treatment with Chemical for 2 Days.
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Figure 6.7. Transcript Levels of Pluripotency Markers and PrE Markers after 6 Days of Treatment with
Cytokine and Chemical.
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6.5. TABLES
Table 6.1. Types and number of samples for mouse and human single-cell RNA-seq

Source
Deng et al. (2014)

Yan et al. (2013)

Species
Mouse

Human

Developmental Stage

No. of embryos

No. of single cells

Zygote

4

4

Early 2-cell

4

8

Mid 2-cell

6

12

Late 2-cell

5

10

2-cell (paternal control)

4

8

4-cell

4

14

8-cell

7

37

16-cell

4

50

Early blastocyst

3

43

Mid blastocyst

3

60

Late blastocyst

2

30

Fibroblast

NA

10

Liver

NA

5

Oocyte

3

3

Zygote

3

3

2-cell

3

6

4-cell

3

12

8-cell

3

20

Morula

2

16

Late blastocyst

3

30

hESCs passage 0

NA

8

hESCs passage 10

NA

26
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Table 6.2. List of differentially expressed genes in PrE vs. EPI cells.
Genes with fold change > 1 have higher expression in PrE cells compared to EPI cells.
Gene symbol

Fold change

q-value (%)

Gene symbol

Fold change

q-value (%)

PDGFRA

42.8

0.0

CEBPD

3.9

0.0

SLCO2A1

21.0

0.0

LAMA1

20.9

0.0

NID2

27.1

0.0

TIGAR

6.1

0.0

ARHGAP29

4.2

0.0

PGM1

10.2

0.0

LGALS2

64.1

0.0

GATA6

20.2

0.0

HNF4A

12.2

0.0

MSMO1

11.9

0.0

TMEM123

26.2

0.0

FOXA2

7.9

0.0

AHNAK

6.2

0.0

PPFIBP2

9.4

0.0

GATA4

29.4

0.0

SERPINE2

14.2

0.0

COL4A2

8.7

0.0

RNASE1

40.2

0.0

SLC7A8

29.6

0.0

TRIM2

12.8

0.0

BMP6

24.6

0.0

LINC00668

6.5

0.0

RSPO3

28.7

0.0

CA4

18.3

0.0

MYL4

19.1

0.0

ID2

17.2

1.8

LINC00261

17.1

0.0

CALD1

18.1

1.8

FRZB

13.4

0.0

CADM1

19.2

1.8

FOLR1

27.6

0.0

FKBP9

6.5

1.8

DPP4

16.5

0.0

COL18A1

3.6

1.8

NID1

27.1

0.0

MAX

6.3

1.8

ALDH1A1

35.5

0.0

GJA1

7.3

1.8

KIAA1462

6.6

0.0

RDX

14.6

1.8

COL4A1

21.2

0.0

S100A10

5.0

2.7

MARCKS

51.0

0.0

CKB

15.3

2.7

MGST2

36.7

0.0

SPCS3

6.1

2.7
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EDEM1

7.4

2.7

FASTKD1

4.5

4.2

LRRC16A

10.4

2.7

CDH2

6.3

4.2

PARD6B

13.8

2.7

LBH

10.9

4.2

P4HA1

7.0

2.7

FGF18

3.9

4.2

PRTG

4.7

2.7

DUSP1

6.2

5.3

TXN

3.8

2.7

FGFR2

8.6

5.3

IMPAD1

8.0

2.7

PKP2

8.2

5.3

SRGAP1

6.0

2.7

COPE

7.5

5.3

LOC101929767

9.9

2.7

RDX

16.1

5.3

CTSE

8.8

2.7

DEPDC7

9.7

5.3

SLC7A8

7.4

2.7

ANP32E

9.7

5.3

EGFLAM

7.3

2.7

MAP2K6

12.8

5.3

CHCHD10

4.6

2.7

YWHAZ

7.8

5.3

TRIM16L

5.0

2.7

AK8

6.7

5.3

DLC1

7.0

4.2

XPO4

3.1

5.3

DUSP4

3.9

4.2

GNA13

6.6

5.3

ANPEP

13.2

4.2

TNIP3

4.3

5.3

PPP1R14A

18.5

4.2

SLC35D1

2.7

5.3

HSF2BP

3.3

4.2

SSBP3

4.7

5.3

SOX17

6.3

4.2

PLOD1

11.4

5.3

RHOBTB3

7.3

4.2

PHACTR2

7.2

5.3

GPT2

7.0

4.2

DHRS3

6.6

5.3

CADM1

8.7

4.2

CACHD1

8.2

5.3

S100A14

31.7

4.2

AMOTL1

4.1

5.3

BCAT2

6.4

4.2

CERS2

6.7

5.3

CMBL

7.6

4.2

TRIM16

10.9

5.3

ROBO1

4.1

4.2

PITX1

2.4

6.6

CLSPN

4.7

4.2

FZD4

2.0

6.6
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SLC7A2

2.6

6.6

SP8

5.4

9.8

SDC4

11.4

6.6

HORMAD2-AS1

11.3

9.8

GCKR

4.7

6.6

MPC1

13.3

9.8

FBXO17

5.3

6.6

CHD1L

8.2

9.8

PHLDB2

3.2

6.6

CRYZ

7.7

12.8

TBCA

3.1

6.6

NUP43

2.6

12.8

ST3GAL1

7.9

6.6

ANKRD46

4.6

12.8

LAMB1

10.0

6.6

CDR2L

6.3

12.8

ARL4C

3.7

6.6

GPX2

13.1

12.8

SLC3A1

4.1

6.6

RNMT

2.9

12.8

COLEC12

5.7

6.6

APEX2

3.8

12.8

SKAP2

4.8

6.6

OTX2

12.3

12.8

SLC1A5

9.5

9.8

G2E3

4.8

12.8

HABP2

2.3

9.8

SIRT7

3.1

12.8

PATL1

4.5

9.8

TMC7

4.3

12.8

FOPNL

4.2

9.8

SPARC

9.9

12.8

PTMS

5.0

9.8

MED13L

5.0

12.8

HAUS8

6.4

9.8

CNN3

8.0

12.8

EEF2KMT

4.8

9.8

KCNJ13

3.6

12.8

MMD

4.3

9.8

NUP85

4.5

12.8

CDCA3

8.5

9.8

CD99

7.3

12.8

PNPT1

5.0

9.8

ARL5B

3.8

12.8

UBOX5

2.8

9.8

SYT13

3.1

12.8

PODXL

4.5

9.8

42435

3.5

12.8

CEACAM1

6.0

9.8

ARID1A

3.6

12.8

LYPD6B

6.3

9.8

RFK

7.2

12.8

SLC7A5

6.4

9.8

SKA2

5.2

12.8

NEDD4L

3.5

9.8

SGOL2

3.8

12.8
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UACA

2.5

12.8

CAPN2

4.5

17.2

GALNT7

4.1

12.8

PPIE

2.9

17.2

PAPD4

3.9

12.8

KHDRBS1

6.4

17.2

CD99

3.0

12.8

RIMKLB

5.1

17.2

DCAF6

4.4

12.8

ZFAND2A

6.1

17.2

CAMK2D

3.9

12.8

GRB10

3.7

17.2

RABEPK

4.9

12.8

ZBTB24

2.3

17.2

SOCS1

3.3

12.8

ADAM9

3.7

17.2

HNF1B

3.3

12.8

KIF1B

2.8

17.2

ATE1

2.7

12.8

SCD

5.5

17.2

IRF3

3.7

12.8

UBE2V1

7.9

17.2

PAFAH1B2

8.0

12.8

ILK

2.7

17.2

MYDGF

6.5

12.8

AFF4

2.6

17.2

MPG

4.9

12.8

PDLIM7

3.0

17.2

FERMT2

8.1

17.2

OSGEP

5.6

17.2

CORO2A

5.3

17.2

SH2D3A

4.2

17.2

PRKY

1.5

17.2

NOP9

2.0

17.2

TBC1D12

2.0

17.2

ARL6IP1

7.3

17.2

LOC100996324

6.7

17.2

SLC4A11

3.7

17.2

LMNB1

3.6

17.2

MBNL3

1.5

17.2

SNORD35A

10.2

17.2

LRRC28

3.9

17.2

SIK3

1.8

17.2

CAST

4.5

17.2

XRN1

3.5

17.2

DCAF11

2.3

17.2

WBP5

7.5

17.2

FN1

3.5

17.2

HK2

3.1

17.2

ZNF574

2.5

17.2

TCEB1

1.5

17.2

PLPP3

3.3

17.2

CCDC58

3.0

17.2

AP5B1

1.8

17.2

IMPA1

3.0

17.2

SMOX

6.3

17.2
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SNHG9

5.8

17.2

PHLDB2

2.4

21.8

GPR161

2.0

17.2

SRD5A3

2.1

21.8

ZNF652

2.8

17.2

ZFR

3.0

21.8

ALS2

2.0

17.2

DUSP3

4.8

21.8

DUSP6

3.6

17.2

P3H2

3.2

21.8

FTSJ1

6.1

17.2

ABI1

2.4

21.8

UHRF1BP1

2.6

17.2

FRMD6

4.1

21.8

USPL1

4.6

17.2

C1orf109

2.7

21.8

P4HA1

6.5

17.2

LHFP

4.2

21.8

SOCS4

3.0

17.2

WWC2

4.6

21.8

BCCIP

6.3

17.2

TMEM216

4.3

21.8

LAMC1

4.7

17.2

CDH11

4.1

21.8

STXBP3

6.9

17.2

TXNRD1

7.4

21.8

VAMP2

2.0

17.2

IARS

3.7

21.8

WDFY3

1.9

17.2

SBSPON

4.3

21.8

TRAF3IP1

3.6

17.2

LYPLA1

5.5

21.8

CDK6

3.4

17.2

TSPAN14

4.7

21.8

CCNL2

3.7

17.2

S100PBP

3.6

21.8

UBLCP1

6.7

17.2

SGMS1

2.4

21.8

PECAM1

2.2

17.2

CLIP1

3.3

21.8

SPATA33

3.4

17.2

SLC31A1

4.0

21.8

ZNF276

1.9

17.2

CUL5

3.8

21.8

ATF6

3.3

17.2

HMMR

5.0

21.8

MAGOH2P

2.2

17.2

SLC35D2

4.3

21.8

API5

2.2

17.2

ZNF687

1.5

21.8

PPP1R3B

4.9

17.2

MRRF

6.3

21.8

UBAP1L

1.9

21.8

MRPL24

3.9

21.8

LETM1

3.7

21.8

REXO4

2.1

21.8
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PDHA1

3.9

21.8

SRA1

4.9

21.8

MYO6

3.1

21.8

UNC93A

3.2

21.8

LINC01291

3.3

21.8

LEPROT

3.5

21.8

TGOLN2

3.0

21.8

APOA2

16.0

21.8

HPDL

6.8

21.8

FLRT3

3.0

21.8

SELT

3.2

21.8

PPCS

4.0

21.8

PKM

5.6

21.8

PMS2P1

1.9

21.8

C20orf24

5.3

21.8

CELA3B

2.1

21.8

PHKB

3.5

21.8

CNOT8

4.0

21.8

KLF3

3.6

21.8

BAX

3.1

21.8

BCAR3

4.6

21.8

TMBIM6

2.3

21.8

ANXA3

10.5

21.8

NRF1

2.1

21.8

HIST1H2AI

2.6

21.8

RIPK2

4.2

21.8

DIABLO

6.7

21.8

MYOF

4.4

21.8

COL23A1

5.1

21.8

SNORA78

4.4

21.8

SHISA5

5.9

21.8

ORC6

4.4

21.8

SRSF3

4.5

21.8

LOC100130899

2.8

21.8

RPS15AP10

4.7

21.8

HMGCS1

4.0

21.8

HMGCR

6.3

21.8

CTSV

5.9

21.8

AARS

4.6

21.8

IGF1

3.8

21.8

RUNX1

2.8

21.8

DENND2C

2.5

21.8

PSMB5

7.0

21.8

CFDP1

5.7

21.8

CHST9

4.2

21.8

EZH1

2.4

21.8

BRCA2

3.1

21.8

PRAMEF19

5.2

21.8

MSX2

3.1

21.8

AKAP12

2.3

21.8

DNAJB12

3.2

21.8

SLC38A2

5.8

21.8

AGAP3

2.4

21.8

SH3RF1

3.3

21.8

CAMK2D

2.9

21.8

NDFIP1

3.7

21.8
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GPBP1

2.3

21.8

ESRG

-59.3

0.0

MAP4

3.1

21.8

DNMT3L

-12.0

0.0

C8orf59

3.6

21.8

PIM2

-26.9

1.9

IL1RAP

2.6

21.8

DPPA5

-165.1

1.9

LOC100190986

3.9

21.8

PRDM14

-24.5

1.9

FLRT3

3.4

21.8

LAPTM4B

-6.4

1.9

PSMC1

4.8

21.8

NANOG

-29.4

1.9

NEK2

6.0

21.8

FOXN3

-5.1

1.9

PTS

5.9

21.8

ELF3

-15.1

2.7

ANKRD1

2.0

21.8

PDCL3P4

-9.1

2.7

RNF141

3.0

21.8

ETV4

-17.2

2.7

USP39

2.6

21.8

CALB1

-21.9

2.7

ARHGAP10

3.0

21.8

DPPA2

-27.6

2.7

FBXL3

2.0

27.3

SOX4

-9.9

4.2

FOXK1

1.7

27.3

SLC44A2

-9.0

4.2

PCYT2

2.7

27.3

CCND3

-10.1

4.2

MYO9A

4.6

27.3

SERPINB9

-25.4

4.2

PGM1

5.8

27.3

PINK1

-12.2

4.2

CLSTN1

2.3

27.3

RSPRY1

-7.3

4.2

SERPINB1

8.4

27.3

ABR

-4.4

4.2

OGT

4.4

27.3

LOC100506790

-25.2

4.2

ANXA2

2.1

27.3

POU5F1B

-4.6

5.3

S100A16

11.4

27.3

CD320

-17.1

5.3

HERPUD1

2.9

27.3

UPP1

-15.8

5.3

NANOG

-92.3

0.0

TBC1D23

-16.6

5.3

IFITM3

-305.9

0.0

DNMT3L

-4.7

5.3

GDF3

-169.6

0.0

SOX2

-6.3

5.3

IFITM1

-124.9

0.0

NCOA1

-4.2

5.3
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VASH2

-6.5

6.6

NANS

-6.5

12.8

LAP3

-8.8

6.6

TBCD

-6.3

17.2

VENTX

-8.2

6.6

BTLA

-4.8

17.2

ARGFX

-9.1

6.6

MDK

-10.9

17.2

PTMA

-11.5

6.6

TUBB3

-5.5

17.2

ELOVL6

-6.2

6.6

BCOR

-6.4

17.2

POU5F1

-5.6

6.6

PDCL3

-6.2

17.2

NUDT4P1

-3.8

9.8

PBX3

-4.8

17.2

APOBEC3D

-5.7

9.8

CARHSP1

-8.5

17.2

RGCC

-11.9

9.8

MT1E

-10.3

17.2

TDGF1P3

-7.4

9.8

RBM38

-5.2

17.2

POU5F1P3

-5.7

9.8

NACA

-9.0

17.2

KLF17

-9.9

9.8

L1TD1

-3.7

17.2

FBP1

-15.4

9.8

SUSD2

-10.9

17.2

SERINC5

-14.0

12.8

RCC2

-2.9

17.2

NR2C1

-4.6

12.8

TDGF1

-7.9

17.2

FXYD5

-12.6

12.8

PCBP1

-4.5

17.2

TFAP2C

-13.0

12.8

NODAL

-10.3

17.2

SAT1

-14.3

12.8

SLC16A9

-7.3

17.2

GAS7

-2.7

12.8

OOEP

-13.3

17.2

TAF10

-5.2

12.8

NREP

-9.6

17.2

SLC29A1

-8.9

12.8

TFCP2L1

-4.9

17.2

PDGFA

-5.0

12.8

RNASET2

-7.0

17.2

KHDC3L

-17.3

12.8

NEFH

-7.2

21.8

SAMHD1

-7.3

12.8

USP18

-4.6

21.8

TGIF2

-4.2

12.8

POU5F1P4

-4.9

21.8

OSBPL11

-6.0

12.8

KAT7

-5.5

21.8

KHDC1L

-2.4

12.8

H2AFV

-5.4

21.8
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FOXD3-AS1

-12.1

21.8

SLC47A1

-3.8

21.8

Table 6.3. Upstream regulators of differentially expressed genes in PrE cells compared to EPI cells.
Predicted
Upstream regulator

Molecule type

Activation z-score

p-value of overlap

activation state
GATA6

transcription regulator

Activated

3.595

6.38E-12

forskolin

chemical toxicant

Activated

3.467

5.02E-05

lipopolysaccharide

chemical drug

Activated

3.324

9.99E-06

IL10RA

transmembrane receptor

Activated

3.162

5.02E-02

EGF

growth factor

Activated

2.993

5.56E-08

TGFB1

growth factor

Activated

2.98

1.67E-12

ESR1

ligand-dependent nuclear

Activated

2.901

4.50E-10

receptor
dexamethasone

chemical drug

Activated

2.897

4.09E-08

hydrogen peroxide

chemical - endogenous

Activated

2.841

1.03E-03

mammalian
CD38

enzyme

Activated

2.804

6.98E-03

ATF4

transcription regulator

Activated

2.759

7.56E-04

MKNK1

kinase

Activated

2.646

2.21E-03

IL5

cytokine

Activated

2.615

3.17E-06

FGFR2

kinase

Activated

2.54

4.52E-17

SYVN1

transporter

Activated

2.53

1.57E-04

RETNLB

other

Activated

2.449

2.51E-03

ERG

transcription regulator

Activated

2.449

2.70E-03

ESRRA

ligand-dependent nuclear

Activated

2.412

7.07E-03

Activated

2.405

3.87E-03

receptor
AR

ligand-dependent nuclear
receptor
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VEGFA

growth factor

Activated

2.385

1.30E-05

bleomycin

chemical drug

Activated

2.357

2.25E-03

TNFSF11

cytokine

Activated

2.331

1.92E-03

YAP1

transcription regulator

Activated

2.324

2.46E-04

dihydrotestosterone

chemical - endogenous

Activated

2.313

7.29E-03

mammalian
decitabine

chemical drug

Activated

2.269

1.76E-05

5-N-

chemical reagent

Activated

2.236

3.98E-02

chemical - endogenous

Activated

2.219

5.01E-03

ethylcarboxamido
adenosine
bisphenol A

non-mammalian
Pdgf (complex)

complex

Activated

2.219

7.07E-03

FGF10

growth factor

Activated

2.219

3.48E-04

EGR2

transcription regulator

Activated

2.219

4.69E-02

TLR2

transmembrane receptor

Activated

2.219

1.87E-02

BMP2

growth factor

Activated

2.211

7.69E-03

RARG

ligand-dependent nuclear

Activated

2.211

6.88E-04

Activated

2.207

1.48E-02

receptor
homocysteine

chemical - endogenous
mammalian

Cg

complex

Activated

2.202

1.34E-06

NFE2L2

transcription regulator

Activated

2.2

1.21E-02

TWIST1

transcription regulator

Activated

2.2

4.95E-02

vorinostat

chemical drug

Activated

2.19

2.63E-02

EDN1

cytokine

Activated

2.183

8.21E-03

TGFB2

growth factor

Activated

2.177

3.45E-02

OSM

cytokine

Activated

2.172

1.90E-04
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Insulin

group

Activated

2.172

1.04E-03

ITGB3

transmembrane receptor

Activated

2.169

7.27E-03

USF1

transcription regulator

Activated

2.166

4.44E-04

Vegf

group

Activated

2.156

9.56E-06

SRF

transcription regulator

Activated

2.138

6.26E-03

tunicamycin

chemical - endogenous

Activated

2.132

2.46E-02

non-mammalian
XBP1

transcription regulator

Activated

2.095

1.08E-02

BMP4

growth factor

Activated

2.078

1.57E-04

SMARCA4

transcription regulator

Activated

2.068

1.23E-04

TLR4

transmembrane receptor

Activated

2.053

2.07E-02

Ins1

other

Activated

2.009

1.11E-02

GH1

growth factor

Activated

2.007

4.27E-03

TAZ

enzyme

Activated

2

9.24E-05

GNL3

other

Inhibited

-2

6.71E-04

LGALS3

other

Inhibited

-2

4.62E-03

GPS2

transcription regulator

Inhibited

-2

7.67E-03

MYCN

transcription regulator

Inhibited

-2.026

1.01E-10

miR-29b-3p

mature microRNA

Inhibited

-2.077

1.03E-04

mir-122

microRNA

Inhibited

-2.13

1.75E-04

NANOG

transcription regulator

Inhibited

-2.182

5.71E-06

NPPB

other

Inhibited

-2.213

1.73E-04

TAF4

transcription regulator

Inhibited

-2.219

3.26E-05

SOX11

transcription regulator

Inhibited

-2.219

1.21E-02

salirasib

chemical drug

Inhibited

-2.236

2.28E-03

miR-30c-5p

mature microRNA

Inhibited

-2.236

4.55E-02

ASF1A

other

Inhibited

-2.236

2.08E-07

U0126

chemical - kinase

Inhibited

-2.427

4.26E-04
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inhibitor
SB203580

chemical - kinase

Inhibited

-2.431

6.82E-05

inhibitor
ZIC3

transcription regulator

Inhibited

-2.431

8.44E-10

ramipril

chemical drug

Inhibited

-2.449

5.23E-06

PD98059

chemical - kinase

Inhibited

-2.548

3.36E-04

inhibitor
miR-16-5p

mature microRNA

Inhibited

-2.708

6.56E-05

miR-1-3p

mature microRNA

Inhibited

-2.84

2.24E-06

let-7

microRNA

Inhibited

-3.257

5.62E-05

miR-124-3p

mature microRNA

Inhibited

-3.274

2.54E-03

HMGA1

transcription regulator

Inhibited

-3.464

1.16E-05

Table 6.4. Supplemented molecules in RSeT™ medium

Supplemented Molecules

Presence in Cocktail

Concentration

Forskolin (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

50 µM

Lipopolysaccharide (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

1 µg/mL

Dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

0.05 µM

Hydrogen peroxide (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

10 nM

Bleomycin (Sigma-Aldrich)

None

50 µg/mL

Dihydrotestosterone (Cerilliant Corporation)

Chemical cocktail

5 ng/mL

Decitabine (Sigma-Aldrich)

None

100 ng/mL

5’-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

30 ng/mL

Bisphenol A (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

20 nM

L-homocysteine (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

100 µM

Vorinostat (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

50 nM
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Tunicamycin (Sigma-Aldrich)

Chemical cocktail

5 ng/mL

EGF (Sigma-Aldrich)

Cytokine cocktail

10 ng/mL

TGFB1 (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

0.12 ng/mL

TGFB2 (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

50 ng/mL

VEGFA (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

10 ng/mL

TNFSF11 (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

30 ng/mL

IL5 (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

10 ng/mL

BMP2 (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

50 ng/mL

OSM (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

20 ng/mL

GH (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

20 ng/mL

PDGF (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

10 ng/mL

FGF10 (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

10 ng/mL

BMP4 (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

5 ng/mL

EDN1 (OriGene)

Cytokine cocktail

10 ng/mL

Insulin (Sigma-Aldrich)

Cytokine cocktail

10 µg/mL

bFGF (R&D systems)

Cytokine cocktail

4 ng/mL
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future
Directions.
7.1. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have shown that stably self-renewing multipotent cHypoSCs can
be derived from rat embryonic stem cells (Chapter 4). cHypoSCs can differentiate into
hepatocyte-like cells and mesodermal cells, and they generate extraembryonic endoderm
in vivo (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). The properties of cHypoSCs are highly similar to those of
rHypoSCs and rMAPCs. The derivation of cHypoSCs will provide a convenient model to
study PrE differentiation. Importantly, cHypoSCs suggest alternative type of cells that
have less risk of tumor formation and are amenable to manufacturing process.
During derivation of cHypoSCs, mass cytometry revealed that the population of
cHypoSCs is fairly homogeneous (Figure 4.12). Interestingly, population change from
rESCs to cHypoSCs observed by mass cytometry has difference from PrE specification
from

the

ICM.

From

rESCs,

rESCs

progressively

moved

to

OCT4/SOX2/NANOG/PDGFRA+ population, and other PrE markers (GATA6, GATA4,
SOX7, and SOX17) were co-expressed subsequently (Figure 4.12). In contrast, in the
early development of the ICM, NANOG and GATA6 were co-expressed from the 8-cell
stage, and either NANOG or GATA6 is downregulated later to form PrE and EPI cells in
salt-and-pepper manner [15, 84]. However, in in vitro transition from rESCs to
cHypoSCs, not any major population co-expressing NANOG and GATA6 was appeared
during the transition. This indicates that in vitro differentiation toward HypoSCs has the
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underlying mechanism distinct from PrE specification from the ICM.
Meta-analysis of cross species transcriptomes has shown that most of in vitro PrE
equivalent cell lines resemble PrE cells of E3.5 mouse blastocyst, while ESCs resemble
EPI cells of E3.5 mouse blastocyst (Figure 5.6). Of note, ESCs were closer to EPI cells of
E3.5 blastocyst than the ICM of E3.25 blastocyst. This suggests that transition from
rESCs to cHypoSCs represents the transition from E3.5 EPI cells to E3.5 PrE cells in vivo.
As discussed above, expression change of NANOG and GATA6 in in vitro transition is
different from that in specification of PrE and EPI in vivo. This difference might be
because the transition in vitro represents conversion between the cells of the same
developmental stage that is not on the regular developmental route.
In the meta-analysis, XEN cells and cHypoSCs/rHypoSCs/rMAPCs clustered
together with E3.5 PrE cells (Figure 5.6). This indicates that albeit less mature gene
expression profiles of XEN cells, XEN cells are also closer to E3.5 PrE cells than E4.5
PrE cells. In the specification of EPI and PrE in mouse blastocyst, EPI and PrE are
specified in E3.5, and maturation of each lineage occurs by E4.5 stage. Accordingly,
XEN cells have close transcriptomes to less mature PrE cells of blastocyst, although their
developmental phenotypes are mature.
Although global transcriptomes of both cHypoSCs and XEN cells are close to E3.5
PrE cells, cHypoSCs clearly exhibit less mature developmental potential than XEN cells.
Differentiation capacity of cHypoSCs as well as rMAPCs and rHypoSCs is not limited
only to extraembryonic endoderm, unlike XEN cells (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). The key
characteristic difference between cHypoSCs/rHypoSCs/rMAPCs and XEN cells is high
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expression of pluripotency-related genes including Oct4 (Figure 5.9). In vivo PrE
precursors using Pdgfra reporter displayed high plasticity even compared to EPI
precursors [82]. This plasticity of PrE precursors correlated with expression of Oct4 [82].
This

finding

suggests

that

expression

of

pluripotency-associated

genes

in

cHypoSCs/rHypoSC/rMAPCs may play an important role to have less mature phenotypes
compared to XEN cells.
With aid of transcriptome analysis, we were able to demonstrate the potential of
PrE differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells. We have shown that mouse and
human embryonic cells at equivalent developmental stage have similar transcriptomes
(Figure 6.2). Hence, we assumed that PrE differentiation from human pluripotent stem
cells would resemble transition between EPI and PrE cells in vivo, like mouse and rat
system. In order to mimic mouse and rat system, hESCs were converted to naïve-like
pluripotent stem cells (Figure 6.4). Although further characterization, such as
differentiation assay and transcriptome analysis is required, the differentiated cells had
highly increased transcript levels of all key PrE markers, GATA6, PDGFRA, SOX7,
SOX17, and GATA4 (Figure 6.7).
We employed bioinformatics approach to open the unknown way to derive a novel
type of cells. Due to limitation of known information, a lot of complex biological natures
cannot be easily explained. However, using developed technique will leave a shortcut to
achieve a goal depending on the approach to use the technique.
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7.2. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
It is important to further optimize the derivation protocol and to demonstrate that
the derived human PrE-like cells can stably self-renew and differentiate. To optimize the
derivation, different medium supplements and surface extracellular matrix (ECM) may be
explored. Current medium is supplemented with mixture of a large number of cytokines
and chemical. Design of Experiments (DOE) is the approach to statistically determine
relationships between factors, or medium components, and an output, or expression levels
of key markers, such as GATA6, PDGFRA, and OCT4. DOE will simplify the
composition of the medium. The current protocol for human PrE differentiation uses
Matrigel plates. In contrast to human system, cHypoSCs were derived on fibronectincoated plates. Including Matrigel and fibronectin, ECM, such as collagen, laminin, and
vitronectin, regulates cell behaviors including stem cell differentiation [98-100]. Cells
bind to ECM through integrin receptors [100]. Screening of ECM with expression
analysis of integrin receptors may facilitate to optimize the differentiation. In addition,
culture method, seeding density and the timing to passage the cells may need to be
optimized as well.
Once human in vitro PrE cell lines are established, the cells need to be
characterized to examine whether they have properties amenable to manufacturing
process for therapeutic applications. Human pluripotent stem cells form teratoma due to
their pluripotency when they are injected into immunodeficient mice [10, 36]. The risk of
formation of teratoma was previously seen in injection of mESCs into rats for a treatment,
as those rats died with teratoma-like tumors [101]. Restricting differentiation capacity
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may reduce the risk of teratoma. In Chapter 4, I have shown that cHypoSCs derived from
rat pluripotent stem cells have restricted differentiation capacity and do not form teratoma
upon injection of the cells into a mouse (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). Differentiation capacity
of the human in vitro PrE cell lines will be required to examine by an injection of the
cells into an immunodeficient mouse. Direct differentiation toward specific types of cells,
such as hepatocytes, will also need to be demonstrated to show the potential of the
derived cells for clinical applications.
To scale up for manufacturing process, adherent cells can be expanded by attaching
them on microcarriers [102]. Human pluripotent stem cells are highly vulnerable to single
cell dissociation, although ROCK inhibitor can diminish single cell dissociation-induced
apoptosis [4]. This property of human pluripotent stem cells makes it challenging to
expand using microcarriers for a long time [103]. Furthermore, human pluripotent stem
cells grow as aggregated colonies, often resulting in heterogeneous populations in cell
cultures [3]. Growth properties of the human in vitro PrE cell lines need to be tested
whether they are capable of long-term expansion on microcarriers and whether they can
maintain homogeneous populations during expansion.
As discussed previously, human embryo development has not been studied much
compared to mouse and rat because of ethical reasons. Transition of human pluripotent
stem cells to PrE cells in vitro will provide a model to study PrE vs. EPI specifications in
human embryos. Single-cell RNA-seq data for human PrE and EPI cells was reported [89,
90]. For comprehensive comparison, single-cell RNA-seq can be performed on the in
vitro derived human PrE cells, and their transcriptomes can be compared with those of in
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vivo cells, as similarly done in meta-analysis discussed in Chapter 5. It will further
elucidate the mechanisms of cell fate decision of EPI and PrE lineages of both in vitro
and in vivo system.
Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) can be generated from
differentiated cells by genetic manipulations, and they exhibit the properties highly
similar to hESCs [23]. Since they are derived from differentiated cells, they opened the
possibility of generation of patient-specific cells. Once derivation of human PrE cells
from hESCs is established, derivation of the cells from hiPSCs can be explored as well
for potential applications with patient-specific cells.
In

rat

and

mouse

system,

I

have

shown

that

cHypoSCs/rMAPCs/rHypoSCs/mXEN/cXEN cells resemble early PrE cells, while
rESCs/mESCs resemble early EPI cells. Especially, during conversion of rESCs to
cHypoSCs, there are subpopulations that can be reverted back to the ESC state. This
reversibility is rarely found in the differentiation of stem cells. It is not certain yet
whether the transition between pluripotent stem cells and nascent PrE cells involves
different stable states and metastable states. In addition, I have shown that major
components are involved in the transition of rESCs to cHypoSCs: transcription factors,
signaling pathways, and epigenetic change. The transition may be adapted in
mathematical model to reveal the underlying mechanisms of cellular transition.
Reversibility of human PrE cells can also be tested by employing reporter of pluripotency
genes, such as NANOG and SOX2. The reporter will help to separate undifferentiated
hESCs from the populations. Altogether, these will facilitate the understanding of cellular
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transitions.
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